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SUMMARY

The report describes the program SHOW, an application devoted to the integrated
analysis of the data produced in nuclear fusion experimental devices. The program
is currently used for the analysis of the FTU data and a version is also available at
JET. The code is written in FORTRAN 77, runs on IBM mainframes under MVS
operating system and makes use of the GDDM graphical package. The program,
that operates both in batch and interactive modes, permits to perform a graphical
analysis of the data collected in the experimental databases. The report contains as
appendixes the detailed description of all the program options together with a short
illustration of the FTU databases.

(Experimental data display, graphics facility)

RIASSUNTO

II rapporto descrive il programma SHOW. Si tratta di una applicazione che permette
l'analisi integrata dei dati prodotti da apparati sperimentali dedicati allo studio della
fusione nucleare controllata. II programma e' utilizzato per 1'analisi dei dati di FTU
(Frascati Tokamak Upgrade) e una versione e' disponibile anche al JET (Joint
European Torus). II codice e' scritto in FORTRAN 77 per mainframes IBM con
sistema operativo MVS ed utilizza il pacchetto grafico GDDM. II programma puo'
funzionare sia in modo batch che in modo interattivo e permette di compiere
l'elaborazione grafica dei dati raccolti nelle basi di dati sperimentali. II rapporto
contiene come appendici la descrizione dettagliata di tutte le opzioni del programma
e una breve illustarzione delle basi di dati disponibili per FTU.
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SHOW: A PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA PRODUCED IN A
NUCLEAR FUSION EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE

1. STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

This report consists of a main section providing the general overview of the SHOW program
followed by a series of appendixes that contain (A) a description of the relevant databases and
(B) the reference guides for each feature of the program.

The SHOW program is currently used for the analysis of the experimental data produced by the
FTU device [1] and a version has been installed also at JET [2], in connection with the
exploitation of the data produced by the Neutral Particle Analyser [3], a diagnostic system
constructed and operated in collaboration between ENEA Frascati and JET. The main
differences between JET and FTU versions of the SHOW program are also described in the
Appendix C while all the remaining part of the report refers to the FTU implementation.

The general overview includes a section containing the results of the monitoring of the program
utilisation for more than 3 years of the FTU experimental activity.

2. INTRODUCTION

The experimental exploitation of a large fusion device requires the collection of a large amount
of data [4,6,7], most of them produced in the relatively short time duration of a plasma
discharge (1.5 s on FTU, up to 60 seconds on JET) identified by a pulse number. As a
consequence the databases produced by the data acquisition systems have a primary key in the
pulse number and a secondary key, often called channel, describing the acquired quantity.
These databases will be called pulse databases in the following sections. The typical size of the
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pulse database is in the range 10 to 100 megabytes/pulse, according to the availability of
diagnostic systems and the duration of the plasma [4].

The overall analysis of the experiment requires also the construction of global databases,
containing the relevant information extracted from data produced by many plasma pulses. These
global databases constitute a summary of the experimental results and they can also be used as
an index of what is contained in the pulse databases.

The pulse databases are originated both by the control systems, which permit to operate the
fusion device, and by each diagnostic apparatus that measures a relevant plasma parameter.
Usually each system has its own monitoring software which is tailored to its specific
requirements.

On the contrary the physical exploitation of the experimental results requires a software that is
capable of an integrated approach, that is to access simultaneously every existing pulse
database, in order to make all the demanded cross-correlated analysis of the data. This is the
main purpose for which the SHOW program has been written.

The first version of the SHOW program has been originally written at JET in 1984-85, as there
was no available software capable of making an adequate graphical comparison of the results
from the Neutral Particle Analyser [3] with the data of the other diagnostics. At that time,
SHOW was developed as an interactive data display program, taking also into account the
previous experience of data analysis on the FT device [5].

In the later versions of SHOW, several other options have been added, including the creation
and the analysis of the desired global databases and the possibility to be run in batch or in
interactive mode.

3. THE FACILITIES OF THE SHOW PROGRAM

In this section the main facilities are shortly described, dividing them accordingly to the main
tasks that can be performed by the SHOW program: databases read-out, 2-D and 3-D plots,
computation of derived quantities and time series analysis, spread-sheet tool for global database
analysis, read and write to external files. A simple interface with the FTU Operation Journal is
also provided. Most of SHOW options can be run both in interactive or in batch mode.

3.1 Database Read-out and command file facilities

The experimental data collected in the pulse databases are identified by a pulse number and a
channel name. Some of the databases are generated directly by the Data Acquisition System
(DAS), others are generated by the post-pulse elaboration codes (see the Appendix A) but in
respect of the requirements of the data display program the relevant point is that they consist of
one or two-dimensional data structures.

A one-dimensional data is defined as a couple of arrays (yi(xj) for i=l,N) while a two-
dimensional data is a two-dimensional array defined on a given mesh (zij(xj, yj) for i=l,Nj and
j=l,Nj). Besides the standard case of a data, defined by a pulse number and a channel name, the
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program accepts as input also sequential files, in appropriated format, for which the channel
name coincides with the dataset name and in that case the pulse number is not always a relevant
information. The data structure include character strings describing the data and their units of
measurement.

The data read-out can be performed step by step, providing the keys identifying the data and
retrieving its content, or by using a command file, so that the same sequence can be easily
repeated. The command file can be generated by the SHOW program itself so that the user is
not required to remember in details the syntax of the program commands required to construct a
sequence. The sequence can consists of different channels for the same pulse series or different
pulses for the same channel series. Several facilities can be invoked from the command file: the
plot facilities, the computation options, the preparation of data in the format required by the
spread-sheet facility, the spread sheet facility itself, the saving of a data in one of the FTU
databases (see the Appendixes B4, B5 and B15).

3.2 The plot sections

The plot capabilities of the SHOW program include 2-D plots, 3-D plots and contour maps. In
3-D plots the suppression of hidden lines is applied.

In 2-D plots one-dimensional data from different pulses and channels, or one-dimensional slices
of two-dimensional data can be included in the same plot grid. The plot page can be defined
either with several plot grids per page or in overlay mode. Error bars can be displayed both in x
and y directions. Log and linear scales can be chosen for both axis. Data in the same plot grid
can be shown as normalised to their maximum. Vertical reference lines can be drawn on the plot
page. One-dimensional data with the same independent variable can be easily plotted one versus
each other. Each data can be represented by different kinds of lines and/or symbols. The cursor
can be used to change the grid limits, to measure values or distances on the plot page. Some
possibilities to display values or description labels as character strings on the plot page are
available. A limitation of the present version of the program is the assumption that all the grids
in the same plot page have the same x axis range. The range itself can be automatically adjusted
by the program, or fixed by the user, or evaluated relative to the x values of one of the input
data (see the Appendixes B8, B11 and B12).

3.3 Computation options and time series tools

Simple algebraic computation between one-dimensional data can be performed, with an implicit
interpolation for data with different values of the independent variable. The more common
operators (integrals, derivatives, smoothing, etc.) are also available. Some fitting capability is
included, both for linear or polynomial functions and also for more general functional
dependencies. The program includes some tool for the study of time series, as Fourier analysis
and the box car technique (see the Appendixes B6, B9 and B16).
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3.4 The spread-sheet for the analysis of global databases

A simple spread-sheet utility (VERSUS) is included in the SHOW program, so that simple
analysis of the global databases can be performed. The spread-sheet operates on tables of data
read from external files in text format and includes some computational, fitting and plotting
facilities. A spread-sheet command provides the possibility to prepare command files in the
syntax required by the data read-out section of SHOW, so that a table of new data for a given
list of plasma pulses can be easily obtained, starting from the data contained in a global database
(see the Appendixes BIO and B14).

3.5 Reading and writing to external files

The option to write data to external files in text format is provided and the same files can be also
read-back. The files can be edited or browsed. A table of data can be written in the same syntax
as the one accepted by the spread-sheet. The two-dimensional data can be written in the format
that is normally acceptable by other 3-D plotting programs. A data can be also saved as a data in
one of the FTU databases.

4. PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS

The main databases of the FTU experiment are located on the disk system of an IBM mainframe
(presently the model 9672-R21) under MVS-ESA operating system. The users access the data
using 3270 terminals with GDDM (Graphical Data Display Manager) software. Interactive
sessions are run under TSO with the PDF/ISPF full screen facility. In the last 5 years many of
the terminals have been substituted by Macintosh personal computers running 3270 emulators
as TN3270.

The code is written in FORTRAN VS, the IBM implementation of FORTRAN 77. The present
version is 2.5.2.

In developing the SHOW program it has been chosen to make use of the GDDM package to
implement all the full screen user interface and the plot display sections. PDF/ISPF environment
can be invoked from SHOW in order to make use of all its features, including the editing and
browsing of datasets, but it is not required to run most of the code itself.

All the data read by the program are stored in the computer memory as long as it is required by
the user, using a dynamic common area called SDA (Show Data Area). The maximum number
of data contained at the same time in the SDA is 20. The SDA size is 163840 (couples of 4
bytes words) and the maximum size of each data is 65536. These sizes can be easily modified,
as it has been done for the JET implementation, see the Appendix C.

The 2-D plot section has been implemented making use of a system of high level plot routines
developed at ENEA Frascati. The package was originally written on HP computers using
Tektronics terminals and PLOT-5 graphical software. The package satisfies the most common
requirements for 2-D plotting tasks and includes also a simple set of character font. Most of the
interface with the hardware is contained is a single FORTRAN routine, so that it can be easily
adapted to a new system. In fact several versions have been developed in the years, including
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interfaces with PLOT-5 and IGL on VAX-MVS, with GDDM, with IGL and with GHOST on
IBM-MVS, with PLOT-5 on Norsk Data systems, with GDDM on IBM-VM. The 3-D plot
section makes use of a modified version of the Calcomp Three-D software, which has been
interfaced with the package.

The present implementation of SHOW includes in the code also several FORTRAN packages
that are developed under the responsibility of each plasma diagnostic group. These packages
provide data to the SHOW program using a standard interface structure, for which a symbolic
calling sequence is available. In that respect there is no practical difference for the SHOW user
if the data is retrieved from the pulse databases or it is the product of these diagnostic packages.
The main advantages of this feature are 1) a reduction of the size of the post-pulse databases and
2) the possibility for the user to change some of the control parameters for the interpretation of
the data of each plasma diagnostics, so that a more complete analysis can be performed. The
main disadvantages are 1) the possibility of unwanted interactions between different sections of
the code, due to errors or misunderstandings by a relative large number of different
programmers and 2) the need to re-link the entire program whenever any of the routines is
changed. This last problem could be avoided in principle by the use of a run-time library, but no
attempt has been done for the moment. A list of the available packages is provided in the
Appendix A4. Taking advantage of this facility of SHOW, no ad hoc application has been
developed for some of the diagnostic systems as their entire analysis software is contained into
the SHOW program.

The total size of the static sections of the program is about 3.4 megabyte and the total number of
routines is 545, 37 of which compose the core of the program. The program and the plot
package consist of about 27000 lines of code including 10000 lines of comments, not taking
into account the diagnostic specific elaborations.

5. SHOW INTERACTIVE MODE

The user interface for the interactive TSO mode is organised in full screen panels optimised for
a page size of 32 rows and 80 columns, typical of the available 3270 terminals. The 24 lines
page size is also supported. The standard SHOW panels are shown in figures 1 to 9 and permit
to access all the facilities listed in section 3.

The structure of the standard SHOW panels is composed by an upper section, common to all
the panels, and a lower section that is specific for each panel. The upper section displays the
data read into the SDA, so that the user has always a direct information on the data available in
the program memory.

The description fields are shown in green in the upper section and in yellow in the lower, the
input fields normally in blue, while red is used if an error is detected on the given input value.
The size of the upper section depends on the number of rows provided by the screen and in the
case of 32 rows up to 10 data can be shown. If more than 10 data are available, the data list can
be scrolled using the functional keys F7/F8 or the list can occupy the full screen, using F2. The
last row of the lower part of the screen contains a description of the available functional keys
and an error message area, that displays its content in red colour.
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Fig. 1 - First panel of SHOW program
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Fig. 5 - Panel of option F, Read/Write Data from/in a Dataset
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Fig. 7 - Panel of option T, Box car and Correlation
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Fig. 8 - Panel of option V, VERSUS program
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Fig. 9 - Panel of option Z, 3D and Contour plot

An interactive Help information is available using the key Fl. The Help option is provided by
the Browse utility of the PDF/ISPF system, that is used to access a dataset containing the Help
texts, one for each panels. The Browse utility includes a Find/Repeat Find command (usually
F5).

Other panels with a different page structure are used for specific tasks as providing 1) the list
the data available for a given plasma pulse, 2) the user interface of the VERSUS spread-sheet,
3) the display of the content of a data in the SDA, 4) the various plot pages: 2-D, 3-D, the time
series analysis and the VERSUS spread-sheet. Examples of these plot panels are shown in
figures 10 to 16.

6. SHOW BATCH MODE

As described in section 3.1, SHOW permits to perform a series of operations, as the read-out of
data or the production of plots, by the automatic execution of a sequence of commands. These
commands can be generated by the SHOW program itself in interactive mode, using the panel
2, described in the Appendix B5. These commands can also be executed by invoking the
program in batch mode. The Appendix B15 contains the detailed list of the available commands
while an example of procedure to run SHOW in batch mode is found in the Appendix B17. Not
all the features of the program are available in batch mode: 3-D plots, time series analysis, the
read and write of sequential files and the FTU Journal can only be accessed in interactive
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sessions. On the contrary all the operations available from the data read-out panel, Appendix
B4, can also be performed in batch, as also the invocation of the VERSUS spread-sheet.

The batch mode is used mostly for the analysis of a large number of plasma pulses, that usually
requires the plot of the same data for every pulse of the series or the preparation of a table of
results at given time values in the plasma discharges.

7. MONITORING SHOW UTILISATION

The SHOW program writes two records in a log dataset, at the beginning and at the end of each
program session. These records contain the version of the program, the user and the terminal
identification, the program environment (batch or TSO) together with some summary
information as the time duration of the session, the number of data loaded in the SDA and the
number of performed plots. In the case of an abnormal termination of the session only the first
record is written and all the summary information are lost.

The results of an analysis of the log file covering about 3 1/2 years, in the period October 1991
to may 1996, are reported in this section.

In the tested period SHOW has been invoked 33500 times with 25400 normal program
terminations (78%). Most of the abnormal conclusion of a SHOW session are presumingly due
to the automatic logoff of a TSO session after 5 minutes without any input from the user.
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The batch runs amount to the 9% of the total sessions and most of the interactive sessions have
been performed from a terminal with 32 rows (88%).

A total of 960 different versions of the program have been run, 60 of them more than 100
times. This large number of program versions is due to the fact that SHOW includes a number
of software packages, that are rather frequently updated, as described in section 4.

The program has been invoked by 71 users, 30 of them for more than 200 times each, while
there have been 18 batch users, 11 of them for more than 20 times each.

Considering only the TSO sessions the analysis must include the factor if the tokamak was
operating or not: during operation days the average number of program invocations is 40±16 to
be compared with 19±11 for non operating days. Also the number of concurrent TSO sessions
depends from the tokamak operation, as it can be seen in figure 17. A maximum number of
15-̂ 17 contemporary users has been found.

The distribution of the number of data loaded in the SDA is shown in figure 18, for batch and
TSO sessions. In the case of batch sessions the fraction of cases when a large number of data
has been read is more relevant than in the TSO case. It can be noticed in figure 18 that in a
rather large fraction of the TSO sessions, only a small number of data have been loaded in the
SDA. This is due to the cases when a single information is required either for the tokamak
operation or when the analysis of an experiment is in progress. In this cases a key feature of the
program and of the computer system is the time required to logon and launch the program,
which is indeed very short on the IBM system (less than 1 minute). The same conclusion can be
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also deduced from the distribution of the time duration of the sessions, figure 19, that shows a
peak for the shortest sessions while the average value is 26 minutes.

Figure 20 shows the distribution of the number of performed plots per session (the average
value is 9). The distribution of the number of 4 bytes words read for each data is shown in
figure 21 (average 2400 words/data).

This analysis of the SHOW log file has permitted to provide a quantitative evaluation of the
characteristics of the program usage, that must be taken into account for future upgrading of the
program or if an entirely new software tool for the analysis of the tokamak data will be designed
in the future.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The utilisation of the SHOW program by a rather large number of users has shown that it has
satisfied a broad spectrum of the most common requests of analysis in the framework of a
nuclear fusion experiment. The main reason for this success are (1) the flexibility of the
program, which has been developed by integrating all the new features required by the users in
their analysis of the experimental data, and (2) the optimisation of the user interface, in the
limits of the available hardware, so that the minimum of redundant actions have to be performed
by the user in performing each task.

A number of improvements can be performed on the present version of SHOW to correct some
of the limitations in its graphic and computation capabilities. However the general trend of the
data elaboration indicates that the access to mainframe utilisation will be less easier in the future
years due to increasing costs, while the use of networks of workstations and file servers will
become widespread also in nuclear fusion experiments. This situation force to examine the
possibility to port the program to other operating systems, as UNIX, or to adopt new software
packages that can provide a high level of analysis of experimental data. These approaches will
be as successful as SHOW has been, if its flexibility and user friendly characteristics will be
retained.
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APPENDIX A: FTU EXPERIMENTAL DATA

This appendix provides a quick description of the databases containing the FTU experimental
data on the IBM MVS system. FTU data are stored in two main databases: the DAS (Data
Acquisition System) database, containing the data produced by the control and data acquisition
systems, and the PEP database (Post-pulse Elaboration Database), produced by elaboration
codes running on the IBM mainframe. These databases are shortly described in Appendixes Al
and A2, respectively.

The user can access also to a third kind of data, the %E channels or elaborated data, for which
only the recipe to evaluate the returned data is stored in a partitioned dataset. The definition is
performed using a simple interpreter language, described in Appendix A3. This interpreter
permits to evaluate simple expressions depending on data contained in the DAS and PED
databases or to access to the software packages of various diagnostics systems which have been
incorporated in the SHOW program. These packages are very briefly described in Appendix
A4.

Al. DAS Database

The data acquired from the DAS [6] are collected by a Digital VAX 4000, running VMS 6.1.
These data are structured in a standard format and transmitted to the IBM 3090 (MVS) through
a fast FDDI link 100 Mbit/s, where they are stored on an array of disks, model 3390. The data
of each plasma pulse are grouped in a set of sequential files, structured as direct-access
unformatted datasets. The set consists of a root dataset, containing the general index together
with the most frequently required data, and of a number of datasets each containing data from
one or more diagnostic systems. The datasets are maintained under the HSM (the IBM
Hierarchical Storage Manager) like the other datasets in the system. They are automatically
migrated to a system of stored tapes, depending on the date of last access.

The logical structure of the data is based on a hierarchical system where a family name is
assigned to each diagnostic system, while a channel name is assigned to each specific data
produced by the diagnostic.

Hence the user selects a data in the DAS database by providing the complete channel name,
formed by the family name and the channel name (E.g. NPA_9E.C01 contains the data
produced by the first detector - channel name C01 - of the neutral particle analyser installed on
the port 9E of FTU, family name NPA_9E). The standard format of a DAS data includes an
header and a data part. The content of the header, called channel table, contains all the
information that must go with the data for a complete interpretation of the results of each
diagnostic. The number of DAS channels is now about 800 per plasma pulse.

An important characteristics of the data contained in the DAS database is that its content does
not change after it has been created the first time.

A2. PED Database: $ channels

The Post-pulse Elaboration Database contains the data produced by all the elaboration codes that
are run after the completion of each plasma pulse, or obtained during the off-line analysis of
each diagnostic system. The name of each channel in the PED database begins with the
character $, so that these data are often called $ channels.

All the $ channels referring to the same plasma pulse are stored as members of a single
partitioned dataset, identified by the pulse number, allocated under a common userid. The user
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has the option to create a private PED database, under its own userid. The partitioned datasets
are automatically re-compressed by the disk management utilities during every night.
Sometimes the dataset needs to be reallocated if the size is not sufficient to store all the required
data. When an elaboration code is run several times on the same plasma pulse and data, the old
versions of the data are lost, if no special procedure is followed.

The described structure provides a very simple solution to the problem of the management of a
database containing data that require to be easily updated. The number of $ channels is now 170
per plasma pulse.

A3. %£ channel definition

The definition of a %E channel with the name %E.XXXXXX is contained in the member
XXXXXX of the dataset #FBRAC2.SHOWU.ELAB. The definition is performed using the
%E statements that constitute together a simple interpreter language. About 700 %E channels
have been created up to now. The interpreter software is contained in the routine FUELAR, in
the library #FBRAC2.NPA92.FORT/LOAD.

Each time a %E channel is invoked, the corresponding member of the dataset
#FBRAC2.SHOWU.ELAB is retrieved, interpreted and the produced data are returned. The
definition of the %E channel is retained in a memory area of the program, in order to minimise
the access to the dataset. The user can force the readout of the dataset each time the %E channel
is invoked by providing the keyword %E.NOKEEP as a channel name. This option can be
used during the debugging of a %E channel when it is modified, using the Edit facility of
PDF/ISPF, without exiting from SHOW. To restore the default mode the keyword %E.KEEP
must be entered.

When the %E channel is invoked, some arguments can be passed to the interpreter and the
syntax has two different options:

A3.7. Calling a %E channel

1) Arguments between round parenthesis

When the user invokes the %E channel providing arguments between round parenthesis the
interpreter performs the substitution of the provided value at the place of the character * found
in the statement defining the data to be read

Example:

when %E. GASMASS (0) is called the interpreter transforms the string
A= ' &GAS0 001 ( * ) ' contained in #FBRAC2 . SHOW . ELAB ( GASMASS ) in
A='&GAS0001(0)'.

The values of the arguments can be retrieved in the %E definition language by using the &
channel &VALUE000N(*,*,*) which retrieves the value of the argument number N, see the
Appendix A4.

Example:

B='&VALUE0002(*,*,*)'
loads in the data B the value of the second argument used in invoking the %E
channel.
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The arguments between round parenthesis are used also by %SLICE (see statements
X_VALUE, Y_VALUE).

2) Arguments between double quotes

A character argument can be passed between double quotes. In that case the interpreter
substitutes the string contained between the double quotes at the place of the string "CHAR" in
every record contained in the definition of the %E channel. The command CHAR= is used to
define the default string to be substituted.

Example:

when %E.FEESHAPE"0.40" is called the interpreter substitutes all strings
"CHAR" found in file #FBRAC2.SH0WU.ELAB(FEESHAPE) with 0.40.

Each %E statement must be contained in a single record, with a non blank character in column
1, which is reserved for the comment record definition.

If a %E channel consists only of description records (with a non blank character on first
column), the entire content is displayed at the screen, so that it can be used as a log or an help
file.

Example:
%E.NPALOG is the log file of the Neutral Particle Analyser, when
this channel is called its content is dispayed.

The %E statements can be divided in 4 categories, summarised in the table A.3.1: described, in
4 different sections according to the previously defined categories:

A3.2. Create a %E channel file

1) Pulse numbers definition

FIRST_SHOT=, LAST_SHOT=
If these statements are not used the definition applies to all the pulse numbers. Otherwise all the
definitions statements specific of a given shot range NNN,MMM must be included between a
record with only the statement FIRST_SHOT=NNN and another one with only the statement
LAST_SHOT=MMM.

Example:

FIRST_SHOT=108282

N_VARIABLES=1

A=' (lE6*exp(-(x/.l)**2)) : (-.3, .3,100) '

X_VALUE='X'

Y_VALUE='A'

LAST_SHOT=108283

A gaussion function is defined only for pulse numbers 108282 and 108283.
An other example can be found in channel %E.L1MLOAD
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Table A.3.1 Summary of the %E statements

Definition of the pulse
number range

Definition of the data to be read

Definition of the data to be
returned

Initialisation

FIRST_SHOT=, LAST_SHOT=

A=, B=, C=, D=, E=, F=, G=, H=, I=, J=, K=, L=, M=, N=,
O=,P=,Q=,R=,S=,T=
VAR(1)=, VAR(2)=,....VAR(41)=
READ X STEP= or DX=
READ OPTION= or OPT=
X COMPUTATION=
N_VARIABLES=

X_VALUE=,Y_VALUE=, Z_VALUE=
X LABEL=, X UNIT=, Y LABEL=
Y UNIT=, Z LABEL=, Z UNIT=
LINE_CMD= or LINE=, X_SORT=

CHAR=, Pl=, P2=, P3=, P4=

2) Data to be read

A = , B=, C=, D=, E=, F=, G=, H=, I=, J=, K=, L=, M=, N=, O=, P=, Q=, R=,
S=, T=

VAR(1)=, VAR(2)=,....VAR(41)=, a character string between quotes.
These statements define the channel name of the data to be read. They must be defined in
alphabetic order, without any jump. The same syntax used in Appendix B15 is applied. These
statements can be assigned to all the data names described in Appendix B4, as input to the field
<1.2>.

Example:

A='ZZZZED.IPL'

B=T (A*lE-6)'

the first statement reads the plasma current, the second converts it in MA

When one of these commands is found the actual values set by the statements READ_X_STEP,
READJDPTION, X_COMPUTATION are stored and will be used during the channel readout.

The statements VAR(i) and A=,..,T= have the same effect for i < 20. The statements VAR(i)
are usually applied in conjunction with the statements %SLICE, %CONJU, see next section.

3) Plot statements

Some plot resources can also be invoked, so that a %E channel can also produce a user-defined
plot page, to overcome the limitations of the SHOW plot facilities (E.g. the channel
%E.BOLOPLOT(time) that provides the line of sight of the horizontal bolometer array together
with the equi-psi surface for a given time of the plasma pulse).

The names of the routines in the plot package, corresponding to each plot facility, are indicated
between square parenthesis in the following list:
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%PLOTGRID(xi,x2,yi,y2,igrid) [GRIDV] A grid is drawn, the values of xi, x2, yi,
y2 are used as axis boundaries and the parameter igrid fixes the type of grid with the same
code as the one of the field <0.19>, Appendix B8.

%PLOTLABE(xxxx/yyyy) [SCRIT] The character string xxxx is written as the label of x
axis, the string yyyy as the label of y axis. Both strings are 4 characters long.

%PLOTLINE(xi,X2,yi,y2,idas) [DRDAS] A line is drawn, from the point xi, yi to the
point X2, y2- The line is drawn with type of line given by the code idas (0:7).

%PLOTPAGE [RGPAGE] The plot page is produced on the screen.

%PLOTQUAD(iquad) [QUADRO] The entry permits to define the number of grids in each
plot page. The number of digits of the code iquad fixes the number of grid columns and the
value of each digit fixes the number of grids in each column.

%PLOTSIZE(x,y) [PLODIM] The entry permits to change the dimensions of the plot page,
as the contents of the fields <0.3>, <O.4>, Appendix B8.

%PLOTTITO(xxxxx) [TITPLO] The character string xxxxx is written as a title on the plot
page.

Another plot facility permits to plot the line of sight of a diagnostic using the data in the channel
table (channel table fields ECR1,ECR2):

%RZLI(namech) The line of sight is drawn, for the DAS channel with name given by the
string namech.

Example:

C='%RZLI(BOLODI.07 )

draws the line of sight of the detector number 7 of the horizontal bolometer array

4) Definition statements

N_VARIABLES=n, n is an integer number
The statement defines how many data A=,B=-,T= or VAR(1)...VAR(41) must be considered.

Example:

N_VARIABLE = 2

Only variable A and B can be used in the file.

X_COMPUTATION=V , V is the name (A,B..T) of a defined data.
The statement defines the values of the variable with the name X. The values are the x values of
the data referred by the statement. The variable X is used in any formula evaluation or by the
statements X VALUE and Y VALUE. The default is X COMPUTATION^'.

Example:

X_COMPUTATION = 'G'

H='(B*B)'
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The (B*B) formula is evalued on the same points of the X axis of variable G so that
G and H have the same X values.

READ_X_STEP=r or DX=r , r is a real value
The statement defines the width of the x interval to be used to average the data, with a
corresponding reduction of the number of returned elements, as the content of the field <1.3>
"X step" on the panel 1, Appendix B4.

Example:

R E A D _ X _ S T E P = . 0 2 0

the data is averaged on 20 ms

READ_OPTION=i or OPT=i , i is an integer value

The statement defines the options in reading data, with the following code values:

0 - data are read in a standard way (default)

1 - the data is read with constants set to 1, as for field <1.5>, Appendix B4.

2 - the offset is subtracted, as for field <1.6>, Appendix B4.

3 - both the previous options are applied.

5) Values to be returned

X_VALUE='xx\ Y_VALUE='xx\ Z_VALUE='xx' , xx is a generic character string.
The statements define what data have to be returned as X,Y (one dimensional data) or X,Y,Z
values (two dimensional data).

Accepted values for the character string:

'X' the x values of data referred by the last X_COMPUTATION statement.

Example:

X_COMPUTATION = 'B'

X_VALUE = 'X1

The X axis of variable B is returned as X value to SHOW program

tA\ tB l , . . . . ,T'the y values of the referred data.

Example:

X_VALUE='B'

Y_VALUE='C'

The Y data of variable B are returned to SHOW as X value while those ofvariavle
C are returned as Y value.

1 %DATA(ri ,r2, . . , rn) ' where ri,,rn are real numbers: the given set of real numbers is
assigned to the concerned quantity.
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Example:

Y _ V A L U E = ' % D A T A ( 0 , 0 . 3 3 3 , 0 . 4 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 . ) '

A vector with the 5 values listed in this statement are returned as Y value to
SHOW.(see %E.LIMIT)

' %TAB.xxxx(ni,n2)' the value of the variable xxxx in the channel table of the data read by
the statements VAR(ni) to VAR(n2>.

Example:

X _ V A L U E = ' % T A B . C C R 1 ( 1 , 1 2 ) '

The 12 values of field CCR1 of the channel table defined by statementes VAR(l) to
VAR(12) will be returned as X value to SHOW (see %E.HALFO)

'%SLICE(ni,n2)' the values correspond to a slice at a given x value of a set of data defined
by the statements VAR(ni) to VAr(n2). It is used to obtain a radial profile from a set of
channels, acquired as a function of time, corresponding to different radial locations. The slice
values are computed by linear interpolation. The given x must be provided as an argument at the
call of the %E. channel.

Example:

Y _ V A L U E = ' % S L I C E ( 1 , 1 2 ) '

This statements returns to SHOW the 12 values of variables VAR(l) to VAR(12) at
the fixed time required by the user, (see %E.HALFO)

'%CONJU(ni,n2)' It can be applied only to the Z_VALUE statement. It is used to obtain a
3D data from a set of channels, acquired as a function of time, corresponding to different radial
locations. The data from the channels defined by the statements VAR(ni) to VAr(n2) are
concatenated to form the 3D data.

Example:

Z _ V A L U E = ' % C O N J U ( 1 , 1 2 ) '

Variables VAR(l) to VAR(12) are returned as a single 3D channel, (see
%E.HALFO3D;

6) Label and unit statements

X_LABEL= 'xx\ Y_LABEL='xx', Z_LABEL='xx', 'xx' is a generic character string
The statements define the labels which are provided with the returned (X,Y) or (X,Y,Z) values.
The default values for the X_LABEL and YJLABEL are the x and y labels of the last read data.

Example:

X_LABEL='Time'

Y_LABEL='Temperature'

Label ofX and Yaxes are 'Time' and 'Temperature'
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X_UNIT=Ixx') Y_UNIT='xx', Z_UNIT='xx', 'xx' is a generic character string.
The statements define the units which are provided with the returned (X,Y) or (X,Y,Z) values.
The default values for the X_UNIT and Y_UNIT are the x and y units of the last read data.

Example:

X_UNIT='ms'

Y_UNIT='KeV'

The units ofX and Yaxes are millisecond and KeV

LINE_CMD=V or LINE=V
The statement defines the content of the selection field in the upper section of the screen of the
SHOW program, see the Appendix B2. The only valid value is V that produces a vertical line
on the plot page.

Example:

X_VALUE=%DATA(.5)

LINE_CMD='V'

a vertical line atX=0.5 vill be draw by SHOW, (see also %E.TIMEIPJ

X_SORT=Y' or Nf

The statement defines if the x values of the returned data must be sorted with increasing x
values (the default) or not.

Example:

X_SORT='N'

Data are retimed usorted.

7) Auxiliary commands

CHAR='xxxx'
The statement initialises the variable CHAR, used when the arguments are passed between
double quotes.

Example:

C H A R = ' 0 1 '

A = ' & G A S 0 0 " C H A R " ( 0 ) '

The default value of variable A will be '&GAS0001(0)\

Pl=ri , P2=r2, P3=r3, P4=r4, r; are real numbers

Example:

Pl= 0 .5

C = ' ( P 1 * A ) '

The default value of variable C will be '(0.5*A)'.
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The statements permit to initialise the values of variables PI, P2, P3 and P4 which can be used
in the computation of an expression value. See Appendixes B6 and B16.

A4. Diagnostic specific elaborations and auxiliary routines: & Channels

The data of most of the FTU diagnostic systems can be accessed using specific software
packages that are included in the SHOW program.

When any of the software packages is modified, the program must be re-linked in order to
include the last version of the package. The re-linking of SHOW is usually performed by the
execution of a CLIST procedure (CLSHOW in the library #FBRAC2.LEBRERIA.CLIST). The
procedure CLSHOW creates a test version of SHOW which can be invoked using the parameter
TEST when the SHOW procedure is executed. At the moment when the responsible of the
diagnostic has completed the debugging of the test version, the test version is substituted at the
place of the standard the SHOW module.

A single routine (FUVAXA in the library #FBRAC2.NPA92.FORT/LOAD) provides the
interface between SHOW and all the packages. Each package is invoked by a root routine. The
values of the arguments of the root routine permit to identify the desired data and to provide
some control information, if required. The root routine usually returns a one-dimensional or a
two dimensional data together with the character strings providing the labels and the units of the
data. There are also cases when the root routine does not return data to SHOW but produces
directly a plot page (e.g. the equi-psi contours of a plasma section) or displays an help list at the
screen (e.g. the lines available from the McPherson UV spectrometer).

A symbolic name has been assigned to each root routine. The first character of the symbolic
name must be the ampersand (&). The symbolic name can be used as a channel name to invoke
the package from the SHOW program.

In order to provide a more transparent access, a %E channel has been created for each of the
most important elaborations of each diagnostic. An identification string has been chosen for
each diagnostic package, so that all the %E channel referring to the diagnostic begin with the
same identification string.

Besides the software packages dedicated to the diagnostic systems other packages have been
added to the SHOW program in order to access to some utility services or to obtain relevant
plasma quantities. It is indeed very easy to add new features to the program by adding a new
root routine and defining a new symbolic name.

Table A4.1 reports the names of the root routines for all the available diagnostics and utilities,
the identification strings (ID), the symbolic names and a short description together with the
names of the libraries containing the load modules of the software packages.

The detailed description of all the available data and the meaning of the various arguments can
be obtained by browsing the dataset containing the definition of the %E channels, see the
Appendix A3.
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Table A4.1: List of the available software packages, dedicated to the
diagnostic systems or to utility services.

Root
Routine

VUVIGET

GETGAS

PCHGET

NPAGUT

ECMGET

FUTIMX

EQUGET

FTBTOR

DCNGET

BF3GET

SOXGET

DDSGET

EQUDCN

SCTGET

ID

VU

A/I

GAS

ECP

NPA

ECM

EQU

DCN

BF3

SOX

DDS

TSC

Symbolic name

&MCPHER00NN(u,v)

&GAS000N(u)

&POLYC000N(u,v,w)

&NPAFUONNN(u,v,w)

&ECEMU00NN(u,v,w)

&TIMES000N(u,v,w)

&EQUIL000N(u)

&FTUBT

&DCNCO000N(u)

&BF3NU000N(u,v,w)

&SOFTX000N(u,v,w,z)

&DDSPC000N(u,v,w)

&EQDCN000N(u,v,w)

&TSCAT0O0N(u,v)

Diagnostics or Utilities

UV (McPherson) and visible (OMA)
spectroscopy
(#FABRU 1 .BOLOLIB .LOAD)

Gas feeding system
(#FBRAC2.NPA92.LOAD)

Electron cyclotron emission
Polychromator
(#FBURA2.ELABVS.LOAD)

Neutral particle analyser
(#FBRAC2.NPA92.LOAD)

Electron cyclotron emission Michelson
(#FZERB 1 .ECMLIB .LOAD)

Time information
(#FBRAC2.NPA92.LOAD)

Plasma equilibrium reconstruction code
(#FCRIS2.EQUGET.LOAD)

Toroidal magnetic field
(#FZERB 1 .ECMLIB .LOAD)

DCN interferometer
(#FBURA2.ELABVS.LOAD)

Neutron Yield Monitors BF3

(#FPODS 1 .NEUTRONS.LOAD)

Soft X-ray emission
(#FPANC 1 .SOXLIB .LOAD)

Sawtooth information from ECE
polychromator
(#FBURA2.ELABVS.LOAD)

Abel inversion of the DCN inter-
ferometer data using equilibrium code
results
(#FCRIS2.EQUGET.LOAD)

Thomson Scattering
(#FGION 1 .ELAB .LOAD)
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Continued Table A4.1

EQPGET

LIRGET

BOLGET

TECGET

REFGET

XCRGET

GETATO

GETNUC

GETQUA

GETPOS

LHGET

EQTGET

MCMGET

EQP

LIR

BOL

TEC

REF

SV

sv
QUA

POS

LH

EQT

MCM

&EQPIL000N(u)

&LIMIR000N

&BOLOM000N(u,v,w)

&TERMC000N(u)

&REFLE000N(u,v,w)

&XRCRI000N(u,v,w)

&VALUE0000(u,v,w,z)

&ATOMI0NNN(u,v,w)

&NUCLE0NXY(u,v,w)

&QUADR000N(u)

&POST000N(u,v,w)

&LHGET000N(u,v,w)

&EQTIL000N(u)

&MCMHX000N(u,v)

Plasma equilibrium reconstruction code
(conditioned version with electron
temperature from ECE Michelson)

(#FCRIS2.EQUGET.LOAD)
Infrared thermography
(#FFERC 1 .LIRLIB .LOAD)
Bolometer arrays
(#FABRU 1 .BOLOLIB .LOAD)
Limiter Thermocouples
(#FFERC 1 .LIRLIB .LOAD)
Reflectometry
(#FZERB 1 .REFLIB .LOAD)
X-ray rotating Crystal Spectrometer
(#FFISI5.XCRLIB.LOAD)
Utility to return the given arguments, to
retrieve their values in a %E definition
file
Atomic physics data: reaction rates and
mean free paths
(#FBRAC2.NPA92.LOAD)
Nuclear physics data: reaction rates
(#FBRAC2.NPA92.LOAD)
Quadruple mass spectrometer results
(#FBRAC2.NPA92.LOAD)
Cooling rates, average Z and average Z2

from Post tables
(#FBRAC2.NPA92.LOAD)
Lower Hybrid Heating
(#FPERI2.ROUTNEW.LOAD)
Plasma equilibrium reconstruction code
(conditioned version with electron
temperature from Thomson Scattering)
(#FCRIS2.EQUGET.LOAD)
Hard X multi-collimator
(#FG ABE 1 .MCMLIB .LOAD)
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APPENDIX B: A REFERENCE GUIDE TO THE PROGRAM

This appendix contains a detailed description of the SHOW program.

An interactive TSO run of SHOW is invoked executing the COST procedure SHOW in the
library #FBRAC2.LEBRERIA.CLIST. Some examples of the CNTL required for a batch run
are reported in the Appendix B17.

Most of this appendix is devoted to the description of the facilities available in the interactive
TSO mode of the program as the batch mode consists in a subset of the interactive options, that
can be invoked using the commands described in the Appendix B15.

The interactive user interface is based on a series of standard panels each divided in an upper
and a lower section. The user enters data in the input fields and the program accepts the values
when the enter key is selected. The functional keys permit to select some of the most common
tasks.

In these appendixes the input fields of the lower section are referred with the notation <P.n>,
where P is the single character that identifies the panel (see the Appendix B3), while n is the
number of the field. The fields are numbered following the rows from left to right and columns
from top to bottom.

Bl. The functional keys Fn

The functional keys Fl , F2, F3, F6, F7, F8 and F12 are defined in the program. Whenever
possible the same meaning as in PDF/ISPF system have been conserved. The following list
reports the meanings of the keys for the standard SHOW panels:

F l Help
F2 Full/Norm data display: The full list of the data stored in the SDA is displayed, in
the case when not all the data can be shown, due to the limited vertical width of the upper
part of the screen. To return to the standard mode press F2 again.

F 3 Exit from each panel. Usually returns to the first panel of the program.

F 6 Invoking the PDF/ISPF facility without terminating the SHOW program.

F 7 Scrolling "backward" the list of data stored in the SDA.

F8 Scrolling "forward" the list of data stored in the SDA.

F12 Performing the 2-D plots according to the actual values of the plot options (panel O)
and of the selection fields in the upper part of the screen.

The functional keys have a different definition in other panels of the program, as on the plot
page, Appendix B12, in the panel displaying the list of data available for a given plasma pulse,
Appendix B13, and in the VERSUS panel, Appendix B14. The definitions are described in the
related appendixes.

B2. The upper part of the screen

The upper part is the same for all the standard panels of the SHOW program, figures 1 to 9, and
contains the summary of the content of the SDA, together with some input fields. On a 32 rows
screen, the upper part of the screen occupies 10 rows, each containing a selection field, the
description of data stored in the SDA and the input field defining the line drawing mode on
the 2-D plot page.
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The description of the data consists in the data name (one character, A to T in alphabetical order,
corresponding to the first read data to the last data number 20), the pulse number, the channel
name, the labels of the Y and X values, the number of elements of the data. If the length of the
channel name exceeds 20 characters only the last 20 are shown. For two dimensional data the
label of the x values contains a short description and the number of elements for both the
independent variables. If data has only one element, its Y value is displayed in the X description
using a standard output format.

The data description is displayed in pink in two cases (1) the data is not a single valued
function, that is at least two elements have the same X value and in this case a computation
involving the data has restricted rules - see the Appendix B6, (2) the number of elements of the
data is equal to zero, as it can happen using command files when the required data is not
available.

The selection field preceding each data description can assume the following values:

D The data must be deleted from the SDA

S The data values must be listed on the screen, see figure 12. The list shows the x
values as real and the Y values in various formats: real, integers, hexadecimal and
EBCDIC strings. The list can be scrolled providing the number of the first selected
element of the data; a value equal to zero is used to terminate the list facility.

V Vertical lines are to be drawn on the 2D plot page for each X value of the data.

X The y values of the selected data have to be used as x values for the plot. The other data
selected by Y or by l,2..,0 will be interpolated and their y values are plotted on y plot
axis. If more then one X is provided and the data have different pulse numbers, equal
pulse numbers (the first recurrence) are coupled together.

Y The data must be plotted on the 2-D page. The grid in which the data is plotted is
chosen according to the plot option 0.4. This is the default value.

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0 The data must be plotted in the grid number 1 to 10. If a
numerical value is used then the Y selections are neglected.

The selection field can also be used, with a different meaning, from the panel F, see Appendix
B7, field <F.7>.

The drawing mode field contains a character string with a length equal to the number of data
in the SDA. The value of each character defines the line drawing mode for the corresponding
data in the SDA. The available choices are:

0 Full line

1 Line with different patterns, automatically chosen by the program

2 Marks

3 Continuous line and Marks

4 Full line and marks but only 15 marks at maximum for each line. If only one data is
plotted in a grid, no mark is added. This is the default value.

5 Marks with numbers inside

6 Histogram like plot

7 Dotted line

A...T Vertical (Y) Error Bars referring to data A...T. Error bars can not be drawn if all
the data in the grid are normalised to their maximum. (Option O.13 in Plot Option Panel)
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a. . . t Horizontal (X) Error Bars referring to data A...T error bars can not be drawn
if all the data in the grid are normalised to their maximum. (Option O.13 in Plot Option
Panel)

W The first value of the data is written in the upper left corner of the grid indicated by
the selection field.

w The first value of the data is written in the lower left corner of the grid indicated by
the selection field.

B3. First panel of the SHOW Program

This panel, figure 1, is displayed when the program is invoked. It contains only one input field
where the user provides a single character value that identifies the selected option and produces
the display of the corresponding panel.

The available options can be divided into read-out options:

1 Read data from FTU Databases; this option permits to read one data at a time.

2 Read data using command files; this option permits to perform a sequence of
operations defined by a command file. Command files can also be created using this
option.

and utility options:

C Computation. Simple computation can be performed between data stored in the SDA

F Read and Write on an external files: external text files can be read and written using
this option; this option permits also to save a data stored in the SDA as a $ channel.

J FTU journal: the text files containing a description of each plasma pulse can be
browsed using this option.

O Plot Options: the default plot options can be changed using this panel

T Correlation and Boxcar: Fourier analysis and box car technique can be invoked by
this option.

V VERSUS Program: the simple spread-sheet included in the SHOW program is
invoked by this panel.
Z 3-D and Contour plot: the option invoke the section devoted to 3-D plots and contour
maps

The SHOW program is terminated by the option X, while all the data contained into the SDA
can be deleted from the SDA using the option R.

In order to permit a fast switching between different main options, the same single character
values can be provided in every field of the lower section of every standard panel of the
program by adding the suffix "=", as in the ISPF/PDF environment. The only exception is the
option R which can only be selected from panel 1. Besides =X, =1, =2, =C, =F, =J, =O,
=T, =V, =Z other =commands are available:

=RDATA delete all the data stored into the SDA, as option R.
=RUNDO restore the previously deleted SDA, providing that no read-out operation has
been performed in the meanwhile.
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=RPLOT the default plot options are restored, as option Y in the first field of the PLOT
OPTION panel.

In the last lines of the panel the day and hour of the last program link-edit are displayed, to
provide the information about the version of the program the user is running. The help page of
the panel contains also the information about the last changes to the program.

B4. Panel 1: data read-out from the FTU databases

This panel, figure 2, provides the interactive read-out of data from the FTU databases. Usually
the read-out results in the loading of one or more data in the SDA, but in some cases only a
display at the screen is obtained. In the following all the input fields are described, together with
the valid input values that can be provided:

B4.1. Shot Num. <!.!>:

the number of the plasma pulse for which the data has to be read. A first and last pulse numbers
can be entered (separated by coma or blank) and in this case the channel given in field <1.2> is
read for each pulse. Other valid values are:

%ALL - the channel in the field <1.2> is read using all the pulse numbers of the data already
in SDA and the previous stored data are deleted;

%ADDn - where n is an integer in the range 1 to 9 .The channel in field <1.2> is read for the
last n pulse numbers of the data already in the SDA and the new data are added to the previous
ones in the SDA;

B4.2.Channel <1.2>:

The name of the data to be read. If a data is not found (the number of data returned to SHOW is
zero), the default action is that nothing is loaded in the SDA. The loading of a data with number
of elements equal to zero can be forced by adding the suffix; SETO to the channel name. This
option can be useful in the preparation of a structure of data in the SDA in order to produce a
command file by the use of the panel 2, Appendix B5.

Example:

Channel > ZZZZED.IPL;SETO

SHOW is forced to load the channel ZZZZED.IPL with no data in SDA.

The valid data names are:

1) DAS database

The name of a channel in the DAS database (E.g. ZZZZED.IPL, the plasma current). For
the DAS data the following options can be used:

a) Triangular parenthesis

If only a selected portion of an one-dimensional data is required, the portion can be selected by
giving the number nl of the first element in the data and the number n of the elements to be
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retrieved with the syntax YYYYYY.XXXX<nl,n>. This option must be used to read data
with more than 65536 elements. The option is active for data with only one time sequence
(VBBN=1 in the channel table).

Example:

Channel > E-C-EM.RUOTA<70000,1000>

1000 elements of channel E-C-EM.RUOTA will be loaded in SDA starting from
element 70000.

b) Round parenthesis

For an one-dimensional data a selected range of x values can be returned by the syntax
YYYYYY.XXXX(xl,x2).

Example:

Channel > E-C-EM.RUOTA(0.2,0.3)

Elements of channel E-C-EM.RUOTA having time within interval 0.2 to 0.3
seconds will be loaded in SDA.

c) Two dimensional channels

If the channel in DAS database is defined with 2 independent variables (VAAN=2 in channel
table), it is retrieved as a two-dimensional data. If an one-dimensional slice of the two-
dimensional data XXXXX.YYY is required, the following syntax is used:
XXXXX.YYY<varnum, value, dvalue> where the slice is obtained as the average of the
data for the independent variable number varnum in the interval vaIue-dvalue/2,
value+dvaIue/2 . If dvalue is missing or equal to zero, the nearest slice is returned.

Examples:

Channel > PHA_SX.MCA2<2,0.5>

PHA_SX.MCA2 is a two-dimensional DAS data for PHA diagnostic which
independent variables are energy and time. The previous syntax returns the PHA
spectra at the time=0.5 seconds as a function of energy, first independent variable;

Channel > PHA_SX.MCA2<2,0.5,0.2>

returns the PHA spectra averaged between 0.4 and 0.6 seconds.

d) Other various data from DAS database

%PARA - a list of the values of all the parameters characterising the pulse defined in the field
<1.1> is displayed on the screen;

% PARA (parameter name) - returns the value of the given parameter. The names of the
parameters can be obtained using %PARA;

%TAB.xxxx(yyyyy) - the value of a variable xxxx in the channel table of the DAS channel
yyyyy is returned for the shot defined in the field <1.1>
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%LAB.Ynnmm(yyyyy) - a numerical value can be read from the y label of DAS channel
from character number nn to mm

%LAB.Xnnmm(yyyyy) - as the previous one but X label is used instead than the Y label;

Examples:

SHOT Num. > 108282

qChannel > %PARA

lists the names of parameters of shot 108282

Channel > VTAB.QCR1(NPA_9E.C01)

returns the value of variable QCR1 of table of channel NPA_9E.C01.

Channel > %LAB.Y1112(NPA_9E.C01)

contains the mass of the neutral observed by the neutral particle analyser (channel
NPA_9E.C01) located at the character number 11 and 12 in the y label

2) PED database ($ channels)

The name of a channel in the PED database, Appendix A2, with the name starting with a $
character.

a) Round parenthesis

For an one-dimensional PED data a selected range of x values can be returned by the syntax
$xxxxx(xl ,x2)

b) Triangular parenthesis

If the channel in PED database is defined with 2 independent variables, it is retrieved as a two-
dimensional data, like in case a.3. If a 1-D slice of the 2-D data $XXXXX is required the value
of the independent variable is provided between <> parenthesis: XXXXX<variable
number,value> .

c) Family channels

If the channel in the PED database is a %FAMILY channel, the son must be selected providing
the son number between <> parenthesis: $XXXXX<number>

Examples:

Channel > $ E Q E Q 0 ( 0 . 5 , 0 . 6 )

q on axis of channel $EQEQ0 between 0.5 and 0.6 seconds is returned.

Channel > $EQ1CHT<2,0.5>

The channel SEQ1CHT contains the equilibrium mesh at several time. The previous
syntax retrives the mesh at 0.5 seconds.

Channel > $LANGM11<2>

provide the temperature, son number 2, from the edge probe number 11 of the family
$LANGM
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3) %E channel

A %E channel, as described in Appendix A3.

4) VERSUS dataset

A data from a dataset written in the VERSUS format, Appendix B14.

If in the dataset #Fuseid.VERSUS.LIST the variables VARl an VAR2 are defined according to
the VERSUS syntax, the channel name to obtain VARl as x value and VAR2 as y value is
#Fuseid.VERSUS.LIST/VARl/VAR2.

If the variable names are not provided, the first two available variables are retrieved

If in the dataset one variable, e.g. ZHOT, is the pulse number and only data referring to the
pulse number given in the field < 1 . 1 > are to be retrieved, the syntax is:
#Fuseid.VERSUS.LIST/VARl/VAR2/ZHOT. The third referred VERSUS variable is
considered as the pulse number variable in the VERSUS dataset.

Examples:

Channel > #FBRAC2.Y93Y94.DATA(QBAL01)/NEV19/TAUEK

provides the confinement time (TAUEK) versus density (NEV19) from the dataset
#FBRAC2.Y93Y94.DATA(QBAL01).

Channel >#FBRAC2.Y93Y94.DATA(QBAL01)/NEV19/TAUEK/SHOT

provides the confinement time versus density from the dataset
#FBRAC2.Y93Y94.DATA(QBAL01) only for the given pulse number.

5) (formula') :(x axis definition)

A formula defining a computation between data in the SDA. The syntax is the one used by panel
C (Appendix B6), but the expression must be enclosed between round parenthesis. If no x axis
definition is provided, the x axis of data A is used . The pulse number in the field <1.1> is
associated to the computed data. If the formula is used to modify the value of just one channel,
it can be added as a suffix to the channel name XXXXX.YYY with the syntax
XXXXX.YYY:(formula):(x axis definition). In this case the varable names X and Y
are used to refer to the x and y values of the data.

Examples:

Channel > (A*B) : (A)

the product of data A and data B of SDA is performed using the X axis of data A. If
A is the plasma current ($EQVIPLA) and B is the loop voltage ($EQVVPLA) the
previous syntax provide the stationary ohmic power.

Channel > ZZZZED.IPL:(Y/1E6):(Y)

The plasma current is returned in MA instead than A, by dividing it by 1.E6.
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6) Other values

* Wild card search - a full list of all the channels available for the pulse number given the field
<1.1> is provided. The same is obtained if a blank string is provided in field <1.2>. A
restricted list of all the channels having a sub-string XXX in their names can be obtained by
entering *XXX (name ending with XXX) or XXX* (name starting with XXX). The list is
provided by the panel shown in fig. 10, described in the Appendix B13. If only one occurrence
is found, it is immediately returned in the SDA.

% ALL - all the data in the SDA are read for the pulse number provided in the field <1.1>.
The previous data are deleted from the SDA..

%ADDn - where n is an integer 1 to 9 .The last n data in the SDA are read for the pulse given
in the field <1.1>. The previous data are not deleted. The user must be careful with the
computed data, as the references to the data in the formula are not updated.

%DUP - the previous data is duplicated without reading it again. It can be used for example to
plot the same quantity in two different modes on the same plot page, without accessing twice to
the databases.

'label' - the Y label of the last data in SDA can be changed by providing a character string
between quotes.

A,B«T - the same channel name as the referred data A,B---T is returned in the field <1.2> so
that it can be read for a different pulse number, or it can be slightly modified for the read-out of
channels with a name differing only for some character.

Examples:

Channel > XFLX-*/l

all channels starting with XFLX- and ending with /I are listed.

SHOT Num. > 108282

Channel > %ADD3

the last 3 channel of SDA will be read for shot 108282

Channe l > 'NEW LABEL'

The Y label of last channel of SDA will be replaced with 'NEW LABEL1.

Channel > B

The channel name of SDA data B will appear in this field without any read-out.

B4.3 X Step <1.3>

The value provided has the following meanings:

X Step = 0 - the data is read as it is found in the database, this is the default value;

X Step > 0 - the data is read, by averaging its values using X Step as the averaging window.
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The number of the elements of the data is reduced accordingly. If this option is applied a prefix
"dx= /" is added to the Y Label of the data in the SDA;

X Step < 0 - the data is usually loaded in SDA by sorting the elements of the data with
increasing X values. If X Step < 0 this operation is not performed;

Example:

Channe l > %E.DCNDENS{4)
X S t e p (0 . ) E x p e r i m e n t a l ==> 0 . 1

The plasma density from DCN ch. 4, averaged on 0.1 seconds, is provided.

B4.4 Channel Title Display <1.4>

By entering Y in this field a description of the channel is returned on the screen. For DAS and
PED channels, the channel title is provided. For %E channels, the definition dataset is shown.
In the case of the DAS channel only the variables for which the content differs from the default
values are shown.

B4.5 Set Constants = 1 <1.5>

the data in FTU DAS database are often elaborated by a "standard" elaboration module which
divides the raw data by the values of the four variables QCR1, QCR2, QCR3 and QCR4 of the
channel title. By entering Y in field <1.5> this procedure is not performed and the raw data are
returned. The raw data values include the conversion done by the value of the bit (normally they
are in Volt for ADC channels). If this option is selected a prefix "U/" (uncalibrated) is added to
the Y Label of the Data.

B4.6 Offset Subtraction <1.6>

by entering Y in this field an offset is computed and then subtracted to channel data. If this
option is selected a prefix "O/" is added to the Y Label of the data. The offset is computed as
the average of all the y values of the elements having x<0. If no negative x value is available,
the y value of the first element is considered as the offset. The option is active only for DAS
channels. Other criteria for offset subtraction can be implemented using the function %OFF in
the computation panel, see the Appendix B6 (E.g. (%OFF(A,tl,t2)):(A) subtracts to the data
named A the average of its values in the interval tl and t2)

B5. Panel 2: data read-out using command files

This panel, figure 3, permits to execute almost all the operations performed on panel 1,
described in the Appendix B4, using a command file read from the input dataset. The desired
command file can be also prepared, by writing it to the output dataset, using the information
available in the SDA. The user can recall the Edit and the Browse facilities of the PDF/ISPF to
examine and modify the command file. When the SHOW program is run in batch mode, see the
Appendix B17, the command file is used to control the program execution. A description of the
available commands is given in the Appendix B15.

The input fields of panel 2 are described in the following:
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B5.1 Options <2.1>

a single character that controls the program operation. The accepted values are:

R - the input dataset is read and the commands are executed. The SDA is re-initialised by
default. After the completion of the execution of the command file, the user finds all the
loaded data in the SDA, while the demanded print-out is found in the output dataset. If the
user requests the re-execution of the command file producing exactly the same data
already stored in the SDA, the command file is not executed.

A - the input dataset is read, the commands are executed but the SDA is not re-initialised,
so that the new data are added to the previous ones. The user must be careful: if the
commands include some formula evaluation, the computation is performed properly with
the data referred in the command file, but the computation description is not updated
accordingly.

S - The output dataset is written with a set of commands corresponding to the data
actually stored in the SDA. Only data that have been loaded from panel 1 will produce a
command in the output dataset. Data loaded by panel C, F, T and V are neglected.

B5.2 Shot Number <2.2>

This pulse number is used as the default pulse number in the input command dataset. If the
command dataset contains the command NSHOT=, it overrides the default. If the field <2.2>
is not provided and no NSHOT= command is available in the input dataset, nothing is
performed by the program.

B5.3 VO","V1","V2" <2.3>,<2.4>,<2.5>

The content of these fields is passed to the command procedure. Their contents are substituted
at the place of the strings "V0", "VI", "V2" each time they are found in the input dataset. .
The commands V0=, Vl=, V2= in the command file provide the default values for the fields,
when SHOW is run in the interactive TSO mode.

Example:

if the value of "V0" is 0.50, the command
A='%E.ECMTVR("VO")'

in the input dataset is converted in
A='%E.ECMTVR{0.50)'

B5.4 Selection field for input dataset <2.6>

This field permits to perform operations on the input dataset. The accepted values are:

blank - the dataset is used as input.

E - the Edit facility of PDF/ISPF is invoked. As usually in the ISPF/PDF system, the
dataset must exist and only the members of a partitioned dataset can be created.

B - the Browse facility of PDF/ISPF is invoked.
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B5.5 Input dataset name <2.7>

The field contains the name of the dataset. The dataset must exist; LRECL must be at least 80; a
member of a partitioned dataset is accepted.

B5.6 Selection field for output dataset <2.8>

This field permits to perform operations on the output dataset. The accepted values are:

blank - the dataset is used as output.

E - the Edit facility of PDF/ISPF is invoked.

B - the Browse facility of PDF/ISPF is invoked.

B5.7 Output dataset name <2.9>

The field contains the name of the output dataset. The dataset must be a sequential dataset with
LRECL>132. If the dataset does not exist, it is automatically allocated with LRECL=132. The
same dataset can not be used at the same time as input and output dataset. The field <2.9> can
be left empty, if the command procedure does not produce any output.

B6. Panel C: Computation options

This panel, figure 4, provides the possibly to load a new data in the SDA, by evaluating a
formula with a syntax similar to FORTRAN, described in the Appendix B16. The formula can
include references to the data already available in the SDA, using the data names A, B,..., T
shown in the upper section of the screen as the variable names. A calculator facility is available,
that displays the result of the formula on one output field, as a single numerical value.

As the data stored in the SDA are one-dimensional arrays, also the result of the formula is a
one-dimensional array and the user must select the type of the x values of the result.

The x values can coincide with the x values of a data already available in the SDA or can be
defined by the user.

In the default operation mode the value of every data in the SDA is obtained in the formula
evaluation as the linear interpolation of the array available in the SDA, on the x values selected
by the user. If the x values of the computed data lie outside the range defined in the SDA, the
interpolation algorithm returns a zero value. If the x values are meaningless and all the data
referenced in a formula have the same number of elements, it is possible to exclude the
interpolation facility, see the description of the field <C.9>, operation mode.

The interpolation facility can not be used for data having duplicated x values, so that they do not
define a single valued function. The description of these data is shown in pink colour in the
upper part of the screen, see Appendix B2. For these kind of data the computation must be
performed with the interpolation mode switched off in the field <C.9>.

If the data in the SDA has the number of elements equal to 1, no interpolation is performed and
its y value is used in the computation.

In the following the description of the input fields of the panel is provided:
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B6.1 Expression <C.1>

The field defines a formula, with a FORTRAN like notation. The length of the field is 160
characters. The formula syntax and the available functions are described in the Appendix B16.
If only a variable name, A, B,...T, is entered in the field and the variable refers to a data loaded
in the SDA using this panel, the corresponding formula is copied in the field line.

B6.2 X Value Source <C.2>

This field defines the x values of the computed data and must be always provided. The field can
contain the name A, B,...T of one of the existing data in the SDA or the value U, that provides
the option to define a new x array, by means of the fields <C.3>, <C.4>, <C.5>

B6.3 XMIN, XMAX <C.3> <C.4>

The fields define the interval of x values selected by the user for the computed data, if the option
U has been selected in the field <C.2>.

B6.4 NPTs <C.5>

he field defines the number of points in which the interval of x values selected by the user has to
be divided, if the option U has been selected in the field <C.2>.

Example:

X Value Source > U U/Use XMIN > 0.1 XMAX > 0.9 NPTs > 100

The calculations is performed making interpolation on 100 points spaced unifomely
in the interval from 0.1 to 0.9.

B6.5 Description <C.6>

The field defines the label of the computed data.

B6.6 Unit <C.7>

The field defines the unit of the computed data.

B6.7 X step <C.8>

the field defines the interval of x values on which the average of every data in the SDA has to be
evaluated. If the interval value is zero, no average is performed. The option is meaningful only
if the interpolation mode is active, see the description of the field <C.9>.The averaging
produces a smoothing of the data, similarly to the use of the function %MEA, Appendix B16.

B6.8 Operation Mode <C.9>

the field defines the operation mode of the formula interpreter. Three valid values can be
provided:
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1 - every data referenced in the formula is evaluated by linear interpolation, as previously
described.

0 - no interpolation is performed, all the data referenced in the formula must have the
same number of elements.

2 - calculator mode: the formula must return a single value, it can not reference any
variable and the result is displayed in the output field "Calculator Result=".

B6.9 Parameters <C.10>,<C.ll>,<C.12>,<C.13>

the fields defines the values of the parameters PI, P2, P3 and P4 that can be used in the formula
expression. Some of the functions available in the formula interpreter makes use of these
parameters, e.g. %FITn functions, Appendix B16.

B7. Panel F: Reading and writing files

This panel, figure 5, permits (1) to load a new data in the SDA by reading a dataset, (2) to write
the contents of a data stored in the SDA to a dataset and (3) to write the content of a data in the
SDA to a $ channel, in the PED database.

The Edit and the Browse facilities of the PDF/ISPF system can be accessed from the panel, to
allow the examination or the modification of the input and output datasets. It is so possible to
edit every selected element of a data stored in the SDA, by writing the data in a temporary
dataset, editing it and reading it back again.

The input dataset can be a sequential dataset or a member of a partitioned dataset and it must
have a fixed record format with a record length equal or greater than 132 bytes (RECFM=F or
FB and LRECL > 132).

The read-out options permit to read one data at each time and the data can be a one-dimensional
or a two-dimensional quantity, provided as tables of numeric data in text format.

For one-dimensional quantities the user must provide the number of the columns in the table
identifying the x and y values and the number of the record where the read-out must start.

The following table B7.1 shows the default format of the input dataset, that contains also all the
labels of a the data in the SDA.

A two-dimensional quantity is defined as a set of z values given on a grid fixed by NX and NY
values of the quantities x and y. The total number of z values is N=NX*NY. The format of the
input dataset for a two-dimensional data is equal to the one shown in table B7.1 up to the record
6. Starting from record 7 the data are provided as 2 columns of N values each. In the first
column the x values are given from record 7 to record 7+NX-l, followed by Y values from
record 7+NX to 7+NX+NY-1. The remaining part of the first column must be filled with zero
values up to the records number 7+N-l and 7+N-2 (the last and one before), that contain the
values of NX and NY respectively. The z values are provided in column 2 from record 7 to
record 7+N-l, ordered with the x index as the fastest varying index.

The output dataset can be (1) an existing sequential dataset, with a fixed record format and a
record length equal or greater than 132 bytes (RECFM=F or FB and LRECL > 132), (2) a new
sequential dataset allocated automatically by the program, with the proper allocation parameters,
(3) a $ channel of the PED database, as described by the Appendix A2.
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Table B7.1. Standard format of the input file for one-dimensional data

Record number

1

2

3

4

5

6

from record 7 to the
end of file

Record Content

the pulse number

the channel name (60 characters)

x value label (20 characters)

x value unit (12 characters)

y value label (20 characters)

y value unit (12 characters)

one couple of x and y values for each record, that is x values in
column 1 and y values in column 2 of the table

When the output dataset is a sequential dataset, other options are available besides the ones that
have been already described:

when the one-dimensional data in the SDA are more than one, it is possible to prepare a table of
data in the format of the VERSUS spread-sheet and the user must specify (1) what x values
have to be used to construct the table by interpolation and (2) what data have to be included in
the table;

for two-dimensional data the output format can also be as 3 columns of x, y and z values, as
this format is accepted by other 3-D graphical programs as for example the SAS/GRAPH
package.

The input fields of the panel are described in the following:

B7.1 Option <F.1>

The field content selects the operation performed by the panel. The valid values are:

E - edit of the dataset specified in the field <F.2>.

B - browse of the dataset specified in the field <F.2>.

R - read data from the dataset specified in the field <F.2>.

W - write data into the dataset specified in the field <F.2>.

$ - write data to a $ channel in the PED database with the name specified in the field
<F.2>
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B7.2 Dataset Name <F.2>

the field content depends on the value provided in <F.1>: for the data input, a valid name of a
sequential or of a partitioned dataset, for data output either a valid name of a sequential dataset
or a valid name for $ channel. In the case of a $ channel the userid must be specified, while in
the other cases it is assumed to be the logon userid, if no userid is provided.

B7.3 Reading data: Col. for x <F.3>

The field content is meaningful only for data readout. It specifies in what column of the table
contained in the input dataset, the x values are located. The default value is 1.

B7.4 Reading data: Col. for y <F.4>

The field content is meaningful only for data readout. It specifies in what column of the table
contained in the input dataset, the y values are located. The default value is 2.

B7.5 Reading data: Data start at Rec. <F.5>

The field content is meaningful only for data readout. It specifies at what record of the input
dataset the first data are provided. The default value is 7.

B7.6 Reading data: A 3-D data Y/N <F.6>

The field content is meaningful only for data readout. If it is set to Y, the data in the input
dataset are loaded in the SDA as a two-dimensional quantity and an error message is provided if
the format does not match the one previously described. The default value is N.

B7.7 Writing data: Select Data <F.7>

The field content is meaningful only for data write-out. If only one data has to be written, with
the format described by table B7.1, the field must contain its name in the SDA (A, B, ....,T).
If a table of data in the VERSUS format has to be created in the output dataset, the character *
must be entered in the field and the selection of what data are included in the table and what x
values have to be used, is performed using the selection fields in the upper section of the
SHOW page, Appendix B2. The data defining the set of x values is selected by entering X in its
selection field, while the data to be saved are selected by entering a Y in their selection fields.

B7.8 Writing data: 3-D data in 3 Columns Y/N <F.8>

The field content is meaningful only for the write-out of a two-dimensional quantity. If it is set
to Y, the data is written as 3 columns of x, y and z values. The default value is N.

B8. Panel O: 2-D Plot options

The panel, figure 6, permits to change most of the plot options for the 2-D plot section. These
plot options refer to the structure of the plot page, the number of the plot grids, the definition of
each grid parameter besides some other minor facilities.
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The definition of what data of the SDA have to be plotted and the type of line drawing mode for
each data are defined in the upper section of the SHOW panels, Appendix B2.

When SHOW is run in batch mode, the plot options are provided by the subcommands of the
command PLOT_OPTION, Appendix B15.

In the following list, the input fields of the panel are described and the corresponding
subcommand of the command PLOT_OPTION is indicated for each field. Obviously only one
dimensional data in the SDA are concerned by the 2-D plot facilities.

B8.1 Default reset Y/N <O.1>

If the content of the field is set to Y all the defaults values are restored in the plot options
variables. The same effect is obtained using the command =RPLOT in any of the input fields
of every panel, Appendix B3.

B8.2 Plot Title <O.2>

The content of this field is used as the title displayed in the upper part of the 2-D plot page. 40
characters are available. (PLOT_OPTION='TITLE="xxxx'")

B8.3 Page Dimension <O.3> <O.4>

The fields define the size of the plot page, using units for which the largest page dimension is
130x100. The default values are 100 and 90, so that some space is left for the legend of the
plot title. If the given sizes exceed the defaults, it is possible that not all the labels are displayed
properly. (PLOT_OPTION='PAGE_XDIM=x,PAGE_YDIM=y')

B8.4 X Axis Limits <O.5> <O.6>

The fields provide the lower and the upper limits of the x axis. The limits are automatically
evaluated if both fields are set to 0 .0 (these are the default values).
(PLOT_OPTION='XMIN=x,XMAX=y')

B8.5 Offset Option <O.7>

The field permits to fix the x axis limits according to the x values of a data in the SDA. If the
absolute values in the fields <O.5> and <O.6> have to be used, the content of the field must
be * (the default value). If the x axis of a data in the SDA must be used, the field must contain
its name (A, B,...,T). In that case the values in the fields <O.5> and <O.6> are added to the
minimum and to the maximum of the x values of the selected data. If only the minimum of x
values of the selected data has to be used, the name must have the prefix -, if only the maximum
the prefix is +. (PLOT_OPTION='XOFF="+A'")

Example:

X Axis Limits > -0.1 0.2 (0 0) Auto ; Offset Option > C

The minimum value of the plot X axis is 0.1 seconds llower than the minimum ofX
axis of channel C while the maximum is 0.2 seconds greater.
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B8.6 Hidden Param. Limits <0.8> <O.9>

The fields provide the lower and the upper limits of the hidden parameter. The field contents are
meaningful when the user plots the y values of a data in the SDA as a function of the y values of
another data, using the options X and Y in the selection fields in the upper section of the
SHOW page, Appendix B2. In that case the hidden parameter is defined as the set of x values
of the data selected by X. This set can be restricted to the interval defined by the content of the
fields <O.8> and <O.9> or the full range can be used, by setting the fields values to 0. (this
is the default value). (PLOT_OPTION='TMIN=xi,TMAX=x2')

B8.7 Number of grids/Page <O.10>

The field defines the number of the grids in a plot page. If the value is 0 (the default value) the
number of grids is automatically selected according to the values of the selection fields in the
upper section of the screen, Appendix B2. The maximum number of grids in a page is 10. If the
value of the field is equal to 1, the selection fields in the upper section of the screen indicate the
order in which the data have to be plotted.(PLOT_OPTION='N_GRID=n').

B8.8 Number of grid columns <O.ll>

The field defines the number of the columns in which the grids are produced on the plot page.
The number is set automatically if the field content is 0. The automatic choice produces 2 grid
columns if more than 6 grids are selected. Up to 4 grid columns can be selected.
(PLOT_OPTION='N_COL=n').

B8.9 Number of vert, lines <O.12>

The field defines the number of vertical lines to be drawn on the plot page. The lines can be
used as markers of significant x values. The default value is 0, no vertical line drawn. Up to 3
vertical lines can be drawn. (PLOT_OPTION='N_VER=n').

B8.10 X of vert, lines <O.13> <O.14> <0.15>

The fields define at what x values the vertical lines have to be drawn on the plot page. The fields
are meaningful only if the content of the field < O . 1 2 > is greater than 0.
(PLOT_OPTION='X_VER(j)=x', j (1-3)).

Example:

Number of vert, lines > 2 0.5 0.51 0.0

Two vertical lines will be plotted at 0.5 and 0.51 seconds.

B8.ll Writing Y values Y/N <O.16>

If the field content is Y, the y value of each plotted data at the x values given by the vertical
lines is written in a box on the plot page. The vertical lines are defined by the contents of the
fields <O.12>, <O.13>, <O.14> and <O.15>. The default value of the field is N.
(PLOT_OPTION='WRITE_VAL=n% n=0 means no, n=l means yes).
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B8.12 Degree of Polin. Fit <0.17>

The field provides the facility to fit all the data displayed on the plot page with the functions
specified below. If the field value is 0, no fit is performed (the default value). The resulting fit
parameters are displayed as labels on the plot page. (PLOT_OPTION='FIT=n'). The
permitted values of the parameter are:

1, 2,..9 - the data are fitted with a polynomial of degree 1 to 9:

- 1 - the data are fitted with the function Pl*(l-(P2*(x-xc))**P3)**P4 where xc is the
average of the x values of the data, weighted on their y values, and PI, P2, P3, P4 are the
fit parameters;

-2 - the data are fitted with the function Pl*(l-(P2*x)**P3)**P4 where PI, P2, P3, P4
are the fit parameters;

-3 - the data are fitted with the function Pl*(l-(x-xc)**2)**P2 where xc is the average of
the x values of the data , weighted on their y values and PI and P2 are the fit parameters;
-4 - he data are fitted with the function Pl*(l-(x)**2)**P2 where PI and P2 are the fit
parameters;

B8.13 Grid dependent options refer to Grid number <O.18>

the field content indicates the number of the grid on the plot page for which the following input
fields from <O.19> to <O.22> define the grid parameters. The grids are numbered following
the order top to bottom and left to right on the plot page. The grid number is in the range 1 to
10. If the parameters have to be applied to all the grids, the field content must be set to *.

B8.14 Grid scale parameter <O.19>

The field defines the type of x and y axis for the grid specified by the field <O.18>
(PLOT_OPTION='GRID(j)=nnn' where j is the grid number). The grid type is coded
using the digits of the integer number provided in the field.

The code for the first digit, (the less significant) is:

0 - linear x axis linear and linear y axis (default value for grids number 1 to 9).

1 - log x axis linear and linear y axis

2 - linear x axis linear and log y axis (default value for grid number 10).

3 - log x axis linear and log y axis.

The code for the second digit:

0 - the full grid frame is drawn (default value).

1 - only the two x and y axis are drawn.

The code for the third digit indicates the offset on the axis:

0 - the x axis and y axis include always the value 0.

1 - the x axis starts from the minimum x and y axis includes always the value 0.

2 - the x axis includes always the value 0 while the y axis starts from the minimum.

3 -both axis start from their minimum value (default value).
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Example:

Grid scale parameter > 102

a plot with a linear X scale with offset and log Y scale is performed

B8.15 Y Axis Limits <O.20> <0.21>

The fields provide the lower and the upper limits of the y axis for the grid number specified by
the field <O.18>. If both the values are equal to 0.0 the limits are automatically adjusted to the
y va lues to be p lo t t ed ( th is is the defaul t va lue ) .
(PLOT_OPTION='YMING)=x,YMAX(j)=y' where j is the grid number).

B8.16 Y Values norm 1 Y/N <O.22>

If the field content is Y, all the data plotted in the grid number specified by the field <O.18>
are normalised to the maximum of their y values. If the y values includes negative values, the
normalisation is performed using the full range of y. (PLOT_OPTTON='NORM_TOl(j) ',
n=0/N n=l/Y for grid number j). The error bars, Appendix B2, can not be drawn with
normalised y axis.

B9. Panel T: time series tools: box car and Fourier analysis

The panel, figure 7, provides two facilities for the analysis of a data representing a time series:
the box car technique and the Fourier analysis.

The box car technique permits to increase the signal to noise ratio if the signal has a known,
fixed periodicity and the noise is random. The signal is averaged adding its value in a set of
several time windows starting from a given time value. The averaged signal value is computed
on a given number of points in the time window. Some of the windows can be excluded by
comparing the derivative of a signal with a given threshold and accepting only windows where
the value of the derivative is lower than the given threshold. The input fields for the box car
section are:

B9.1 Data to be boxed <T.1>

The field contains the name (A, B, ....T) of the data in the SDA to which the box car technique
has to be applied.

B9.2 Starting x value <T.2>

The field contains the time value from which the box car technique has to be applied.

B9.3 Box Interval <T.3>

The field contains the time interval used as the box car window.

B9.4 Number of boxes <T.4>

The field contains the number of time windows to be added together in the averaging procedure.
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B9.5 Number of points <T.5>

The field contains the number of time points in the box car window where the average is
performed.

B9.6 Data for Deriv. <T.6>

The field contains the name (A, B, ....T) of the data in the SDA for which the derivative has to
be computed, in order to apply the criteria for the selection of the box car windows to be
retained by the box car technique.

B9.7 Max Derivative <T.7>

the field contains the threshold value on the derivative of the data provided in the field <T.6>.
All the box car windows where the derivative of the data provided in <T.6> exceeds the value
of the threshold are rejected from the average computation. It can be used to reject the data
containing a saw-tooth crash from an average of the temperature measurement.

Example:

BOX CAR

DATA TO BE BOXED = = = > B

STARTING X VALUE > 0.3 BOX INTERVAL > 0.01 NUMBER OF BOXES > 5

NUMBER OF POINTS > 50 DATA FOR DERIV. > MAX DERIVATIVE> 0.0

This panel input makes a box-car average of SDA data B from 0.3 seconds
averaging 5 time intervals starting at 0.3, 0.31, 0.32,0.33 and 0.34 seconds. An
interpolation on 50 points within each interval is performed.

The correlation section provides the facility to compute both the auto-correlation spectra or the
cross-correlation spectra for data in the SDA. The time interval and the frequency domain can be
specified by the user. The resulting spectra can be loaded in the SDA both as amplitude and
phase spectra. The panel produces a plot page, figure 14. The input fields for the correlation
section are:

B9.8 Data to be correlated <T.8> and <T.9>

The fields contain the names (A, B, ....T) of the data in the SDA for which the cross
correlation spectra has to be computed. If the same name is provided in the fields <T.8> and
<T.9>, the auto-correlation spectra is evaluated.

B9.9 Time Interval <T.10> and <T.11>

The fields contain the start time and the end time defining the time interval where the cross-
correlation has to be evaluated.

B9.10 Freq. Interval <T.12> and <T.13>

The fields contain the lower and the upper frequency values defining the frequency interval for
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which the cross-correlation spectra is required (the usual relation between the sampled time
interval and the frequency band-width of the Fourier analysis has to be respected).

B9.ll Storing Option <T.14>

The field content permits to select if the results of the cross-correlation evaluation have to be
stored in the SDA. The available values are:

1 - the amplitude spectra has to be stored;

2 - the phase spectra has to be stored;

3 - both the amplitude and the phase spectra have to be stored;

Example:

CORRELATION

DATA TO BE CORRELATED ===> B => D

TIME INTERVAL ==> 0.4 0.7

FREQ INTERVAL (HZ) ==> 100. 1500.

STORING OPTION ==> 0 1/AMPL. 2/PHASE 3/BOTH

This panel input makes the correlation spectrum of the two channel B and D from
0.4 to 0.7 seconds. The frequency axis of the plots (amplitude and phase) ranges
from 100 to 1500 Hz.

B10. Panel V: VERSUS a simple spread-sheet

The panel, figure 8, provides the access to the VERSUS facility. VERSUS is a simple spread-
sheet utility that operates on a table of numeric data in text format. The input dataset must have a
fixed record format (RECFM=F or FB) with a record length equal or greater to 132 characters
(LRECL>132).

The complete user manual for the VERSUS spread-sheet can be found in the Appendix B14.

The names of the VERSUS variables are defined inside the dataset and the data of each variable
are defined as the columns of the table in the input dataset. The maximum number of variables
in each VERSUS session is 20, but they can be selected from the variables defined in up to 5
different datasets in VERSUS format, using the input fields provided in the panel. Using
VERSUS in batch mode, Appendix B5 and B15, it is possible to concatenate up to 10 different
datasets, see the examples in Appendix B17. It is also possible to define a Reference dataset. to
extract a sub-selection of the records contained in other VERSUS datasets with the condition
that some of the variables have the same values as the variable with the same name in the
reference dataset.

The input fields of the panel consists of five lines, each composed by a selection field (one
character) and a dataset definition field (70 characters):
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B10.1 Selection fields

The selection fields are the first field of each line and their content define what operation has to
be performed on the dataset referenced in the second field of the line, the dataset definition field.
The valid values are:

I - the dataset given in second field must be used as input to VERSUS;

S - the same as option I, but the dataset is in the format written by SAS command print,
in a dataset with LRECL=132, without character variables, and with all the values for one
observation contained on a single line;

E - the Edit facility of the PDF/ISPF system is invoked to modify the dataset referred by
the second field;
B - the Browse facility of the PDF/ISPF system is invoked to examine the dataset referred
by the second field;

blank - nothing is performed on the dataset referred by the field aside;

R - the dataset defined in the second field is a Reference dataset, according to the previous
description;

B10.2 Input dataset names, Selected variables

The second field of each line defines the dataset in the VERSUS format on which the operation
defined by the first field is performed. If the dataset name does not include the userid, the logon
userid is assumed.

When a single character " is introduced in the field, the content in the previous line is
duplicated.
The name of the VERSUS dataset can optionally be followed by a list of variables using
the comma as the separator character. The variables must be contained in the VERSUS
dataset.

When the option I has been selected in the first field, a range can be provided between
round parenthesis, after each variable name, in order to restrict the input to only the
records for which the selected variable values are included in the given range:

E.g. #Fxxxxxx.U.LIST,VARl(0,100),VAR2,VAR3 defines an input table composed of
the variable VAR2 and VAR3, containing only the records having VAR1 in the range
0.,100.

When the option R has been selected in the first field, the reference criteria can be
adjusted using parameters between round parenthesis:

VAR(0, Relative difference threshold) or

VAR(-1, Absolute difference threshold);

when the relative difference is assigned, only the records having the values of the variable
VAR with a relative difference lower than the threshold provided in respect to the value in
the Reference dataset, are accepted;

when the absolute difference is assigned, only the records having the values of the
variable VAR with an absolute difference lower than the threshold provided in respect to
the value in the Reference dataset, are accepted.

Example:

* Input Dataset Names, Selected Variables
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I #FBRAC2.Y93Y94.DATA(QBAL01),NSHOT,TAUEK,NEV19,IPLMA(0.35,0.55)

R #FBRAC2.REFER.LIST,NSHOT

This input panel will read the variable NSHOT,TAUEK,NEV19,IPLMA from the
member QBAL01 ofDataSet #FBRAC2.Y93Y94.DATA taking those data with
plasma current IPLMA ranging between 0.35 and 0.55 MA. Then selects the only
data which variable NSHOT is present in the file #FBRAC2.REFER.LIST.

B10.3 Saving VERSUS Results Y/N <V.11>

A character Y in the field has the effect of saving in the SDA the last data plotted in the
VERSUS plot page. The VERSUS spread-sheet permits to plot just one variable as a function
of another. This options permits to use the standard SHOW 2-D plot facilities to by-pass this
limitation of VERSUS. The default value is N.

B l l . Panel Z: 3-D plot options

The panel, figure 9, provides the display facility for two-dimensional data, stored in the SDA.
Two options are available: 3-D plots and contour plots. Both sections have been implemented as
provisional versions and their graphical quality has not yet been optimised.

The 3-D facility makes use of a modified version of the Calcomp Three-D plot package. The
package requires the plotted function to be given on a x y mesh with constant intervals. As a
consequence the 3-D section converts the 2-dimensional data in the SDA to a constant interval
mesh by linear interpolation. The mesh can be defined using the input fields of the panel. An
example of a 3-D plot is shown in figure 16.

The input fields of the panel are.

Bll.l Plot selection <Z.1>

The field permits to choose between option 1, the 3-D plot, and option 2, the contour plot.

B11.2 Data to be plotted <Z.2>

The field must contain the name (A, B,..T) of the data in the SDA to be plotted. It must be a
two-dimensional data, otherwise it is ignored.

Bll.3 Minimum for X Y Z <Z.3> <Z.4> <Z.5>

The fields contain the lower limits for the x and y meshes and the minimum of the z axis.

Bll.4 Maximum for X Y Z <Z.6> <Z.7> <Z.8>

The fields contain the upper limits for the x and y meshes and the maximum of the z axis. The
default values, taken by the data values, are used if the minimum and the maximum are set both
to 0.0.
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B11.5 N Mesh for X Y Z <Z.9> <Z.10> <ZJ1>

The fields contain the number of the intervals defining the x and y meshes. The number of the
intervals for the z values is used only in the case of the contour plot, while it is meaningless for
the 3-D facility. The default values, taken by the data values, are used if a value 0 is provided.
The default for the z mesh is 10. The number of the intervals can not exceed 100.

B11.6 Factors for X Y Z <Z.12> <Z.13> <Z.14>

The 3-D plot facility always normalises the x, y and z ranges of the data to a cube in the space.
The factors provided in these fields permit to modify the cube proportions. The default values
correspond to a x size double of the y and z ones.

B11.7 0/Lin I/Log <Z.15> <Z.16> <Z.17>

The fields permit to define if the x, y and z axis are linear, value 0, or logarithmic, value 1.

B11.8 Angle(0,360) with X axis <Z.18>

The field is used only for 3-D plots. It defines the view-point from which the 3-D plot is drawn
by giving the equatorial angle in respect to the X axis.

B11.9 Angle(0,180) with Z axis <Z.19>

The field is used only for 3-D plots. It defines the view-point from which the 3-D plot is drawn
by giving the azimuthal angle in respect to the Z axis.

B11.10 Hidden lines 0/1 <Z.20>

The field is used only for 3-D plots. It defines if the hidden lines suppression algorithm has to
be applied, value 1, or not, value 0.

Bll.ll Enlargement factor <Z.21>

The field is used only for 3-D plots. It gives the possibility to enlarge or to reduce the 3-D
drawing on the plot page.

Example:

In the panel shown in figure 9, a 3D plot is invoked for data F (ECE spectra,
$ECMSVF, versus frequency, X axis, and time, Y axis). 50 different Y values
(time) will be plotted between 0.3 and 0.5 seconds, while X and Z axes parameters
are automatically determined. Y axis is enlarged by a factor 2.

B12. The 2-D plot page

An example of a 2-D plot page is shown in figure 13. The plot options are described in
Appendix B8. The plot page contains the grids in the space defined by the plot page size, fields
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<0.3>,<0.4>, starting from the lower left corner. Each grid contains the grid number in its
upper right corner.

In the remaining part of the page several information are displayed. In the upper left corner the
date and the user are indicated. The title defined by the field <0.2> is drawn in the central
upper part of the page.

The labels of each plotted data are drawn in the right portion of the page, each of them contained
by a rectangular frame. The label consists of three lines. The first line contains the pulse
number, the number of the grid where the data is plotted and the character giving the name of
the data in the SDA. When the data is normalised to its maximum, field <0.22>, the
normalisation factor is also reported. The second and third lines of the data label contains the
symbol of the mark or the type of line used for the data display, the full name of the data in the
database and its description.

The functional keys on the plot page have the following meaning: F3 exit from the page; F4
copy of the plot into the copy dataset; F7 the graphic cursor is invoked (any key can be used to
select a point with the cursor, after it has been invoked); F10 the key requests to draw again the
plot page with the original limits for all the grids; F12 requests to draw again the plot page
using the last two selected points by the cursor as the grid limits. If only one point has been
selected, the lower left points of the grid is also used.

The cursor can also be used to obtain the x and y values of a selected point on the plot page or
to measure a distance between two points. The actual x and y values and the distance between
the last two select points are displayed in the last row of the screen. The GDDM system has two
ways to adapt itself to messages to the screen while the plot is being performed. In the first
mode the plot integrity is maintained at the price of a slower execution of the plot itself, in the
second faster mode the plot integrity is not assured. The faster mode is used when the plot page
is produced by F12, the slower mode when it is invoked by the PLOT command of the
command file, Appendix B5 and B15.

B13. The panel with the list of data for one plasma pulse

The panel, figure 10, is accessed from panel 1, Appendix B4, when a wild card match is
required from the field <1.2> defining the channel to be read. If the wild card match retrieves
more than one channel, this panel is used to display the list of the channels.

On the first row of the panel the total number of the found channels and the pulse number are
shown.

The functional keys F7 and F8 are used to scroll, up and down, the channel list., F4 and F5
provide the first and the last page of the list, F3 has the usual meaning of exit from the panel.

Each line of the list page consists of an input selection field and a description field, that contains
both the channel name and a channel description, if available.

In the selection field the following values can be provided:

S - the command S asks for the read-out of the channel defined in the row. The read-out
is performed for all the selected channels, when the exit from the panel is required, by
using the functional key F3.

B - the command B produces a prompt display on the terminal of the description of the
channel referred by the row. The description is the same as the one obtained using the
field <1.4>, Channel Title Display, in panel 1.
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argument string - when the read-out of the channel referred by the row requires an
argument, it can be provided in the selection field. In that case the command S must not
be given, as the argument itself performs the selection of the channel. The complete
argument must be provided, including parenthesis or double quotes. (E.g. to read the
ECE electron temperature profile at the time 0.6 s, the selection field for the channel
%E.ECMTVR must contain the argument (0.6) so that the complete syntax
%E.ECMTVR(0.6) can be reconstructed )

"the command " permits to replicate the last command provided in the selection field, so
that the same argument can be easily assigned to several channels.

B14. VERSUS reference manual

VERSUS is a simple spread-sheet facility that operates on a table of numerical values read from
a dataset in text format.

This appendix contains an introduction to VERSUS (a) followed by the detailed description of
the input dataset commands (b), of the control and the plot commands (c) and of the VERSUS
interactive panel, the functional keys and the plot page (d).

B14.1 Introduction

The structure of a VERSUS dataset consists of a data definition section followed by a list of
commands. The input dataset must have a record length at least of 132 characters (LRECL >
132) and a fixed record format (RECFM=F or FB).

The user can switch from the dataset input to an interactive interface by providing the
appropriate commands in the dataset. The interactive interface can operate line by line
(command .ASK) or with a full screen panel (command .STATUS). A simple example of a
VERSUS dataset is shown in table B 14.1.

The data section consists in the definition of the VERSUS variables followed by their numerical
values (Records 1 to 8 in table B 14.1).

The variables are defined in a record having a V in column 1 (Variable definition record).

The numerical data records start after a record having .DATA in column 1 (Data definition
record) and the number of data in each record must be equal to the number of defined variables.

The numerical values start after column 1 as a non blank character on column 1 in a data record
transforms the record in comment record. The values are given in free format. The character ; in
first column closes the series of numerical data records.

The command section of the VERSUS dataset contains a command for each record (Records 9
to 14 in table B14.1). The command records are identified by a dot in column 1, while any
other character indicates a comment record.

The main tasks performed by the spread-sheet are:

Evaluation of new variables, defined by a formula using the command .EXPR #n. Up
to 10 new variables can be defined with the names #0, #1,..#9. The syntax of the formula
interpreter is described in the Appendix B16. (E.g. .EXPR #0 VAR1*VAR3)
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Table B14.1 An example of a VERSUS dataset. A table containing 3 variables,
each with 4 numerical values is defined. The meaning of the commands is

defined in the text.

Record number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

V VAR1 VAR2 VAR3

.DATA

1. 1 1.

2. 4. 8

++2 . 0 3.1 5 . 37++++coiranent record

3 9 27.

4 16 64.

.EXPR #0 VAR1*VAR3

.RANGE VARK1.5. ,3 .5)

.XVAR VAR1

.YVAR #0

.PLOT

.STATUS

Plot of one variable versus another one using the command .PLOT or the key F12 of
the interactive VERSUS interface. A variable is assigned to the x axis using the command
.XVAR (e.g. .XVAR VAR1) and to the y axis by the command .YVAR (e.g. .YVAR #0).

The type of grid is fixed by .GRID command, with the same code as the one described
in the Appendix B8, for the field <O.19>. The plot limits can be fixed using the
commands .XLOW, .XUP, .YLOW, .YUP (e.g. .XLOW 0.01) . The labels of the
axis are given by the commands .XSCRIT and .YSCRIT (e.g. .XSCRIT x cm).

The plot can be restricted to a given range of the value of any variable using the command
.RANGE (e.g. .RANGE VAR1(1.5,3.5)). The plotted points can be marked with
different symbols according to the values of a third variable by the command .SCAN
(e.g. .SCAN VAR1(1.,2.,3.,5).

A list of the records having data inside a x, y window on the plot page can be obtained by
using the cursor, if the plot is produced by .PLOTL command or key Fl l .

A fit of the plotted data can be performed using the command .FIT.

A function of the values displayed on the x axis of the plot can be defined and show
on the plot page, using the command .CURVE (e.g. .CU EXP(X) ).
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Print-out of a selection of data records using the command .PRINT. The list of
records is printed by default on FORTRAN unit 6, usually the screen, but an output file can
also be defined using the command .ALLOC filename. The output file must be a sequential
dataset and if it does not exist, it is automatically allocated. The output file is written in the
VERSUS format so that it can be used again by the spread-sheet.

Selection of the subsets of records for which the values of selected variables
differ less than a given relative threshold using the command .SELECT (E.g.
.SELECT VARl(lO)) The list of the subsets is printed on the file defined by the command
.ALLOC.

B14.2 Input dataset commands and flags

The input dataset commands and the flags must be provided in the input dataset and can not be
used as commands from the interactive interface. These commands defines the table of data on
which VERSUS operates.

The commands must be provided in the following order: Variable definition record, Format
definition record (Optional), Limit record (optional), data record, numeric data records block
terminated by a ";" record.

The input dataset commands and flags are:

1) Variable Definition Record V

The variable definition record must have a V in column 1, followed by the variable names. Up
to 20 variables can be defined. The variable name must follow a FORTRAN-like notation with a
length from 2 to 6 characters. If the format definition record is used (F record) the number of
characters of the variable names must not exceed the length defined by the corresponding
format. If two variables have the same name, a suffix "nn" is added.

Example:

V SHOT TIME IPLA NEV19

definition of four variables

21 Format Definition Record F

The formats are used by VERSUS only for the data print-out (commands .PRINT,
.SELECT, .PLOTL) and if no format record is provided a default is assumed. The format
definition record must have a F in column 1. The format definition record must follow a V
record. All the formats must follow FORTRAN syntax for real values and the number of
characters defining the format must not exceed 6. The default format is indicated by the
character *.

Example:

V A B C D
F F 6 . 1 E10.3 1PE9.2 F2 .0

definition of four formats. Variable A will be printed with format F6.1 and so on.
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3) Command: .LIMIT

Syntax: .LIMIT (no arguments)
Purpose:
The command performs a pre- selection of the data by providing an acceptance range for each
variable. The command must be provided between variable definition (V and F records) and the
data definition (.DATA command).
After the command .LIMIT, two records must be provided with the lower and the upper
extremes of acceptance. These two records must contain a number of data equal to the number
of defined variables and the first column must be blank.

Example:

V A
LIMIT
0.0
9.9

3
3

B

.1

.5
0
9

C

.0

.0
0
9

D

.0

.0

only records where variable A range from 0.0 to 9.9, and variable B ranges
between 3.1 and 3.5 and so on, will be retained

4) Command: .DATA

Syntax: .DATA (no arguments)
Purpose:
Definition of the numerical values of the variables. The records with the values of the variables
start after this command record. The first character of each data record must be blank otherwise
the record is considered a comment record. The data records must be followed by a record with
";" in the first column. The number of numerical values in each record must be equal to the
number of defined variables. The numerical values are read in a free-format like coding.

Example:

V Al A2 A3 A4

.DATA
1.

+ 1.

1.

.0

.9

.3

.2

3.0
3.0
3.1
3.7

7.700
5.7
6.7
8.7

7

8
9

.8E09
9.1
.2999
.0

comment record

a set of three numerical values for four variables is defined. Variable Al values are
1.0, 0.3 and 1.2, and so on.

B14.3 Control and Graphic Command List

The control and graphical commands are summarised in the table B14.2

The names of all the control and graphical commands begin with a character "." that can be
omitted when the input is provided by the interactive I/O unit, while it is mandatory when the
commands are contained in the input dataset. Each of these commands is identified by the first
two alphabetic characters that can be used as an abbreviation of each command. Commas or
blanks can be used as separators.

The graphical and the control commands are described in the following:
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Table B14.2 VERSUS control and plot commands

Control Commands

Plot Commands

.ALLOC, .ASK, .CLEAR, .ESPR or .EXPR,

.PRINT ,.QUIT, .RETURN, SELECT, .STATUS,

.WCOMMAND

.CURVE, .FIT, .GRID, .PLOT, .RANGE, .SCAN,

. X E R R , . X L O W , . X S C R I T , . X U P , . X V A R ,

.YERR, .YLOW, .YSCRIT, .YUP, .YVAR

1) Command: .ALLOC

Syntax: .ALLOC unit number or dataset name
Purpose:
Allocate the output file or change the output unit. The default output unit is 6. If the argument is
not given, the last filename is returned. Only sequential dataset can be allocated. If a dataset
does not exist it is automatically allocated (LRECL=132).

Examples:

.ALLOC #FTUDI2.FILE.DATA
the dataset 8FTUDI2.FILE.DATA is allocated
.ALLOC 56
the output is addressed to unit 56

2) Command: .ASK

Syntax: .ASK (no argument)
Purpose:
The command transfers the control to the terminal. It must be used in the VERSUS dataset.
When it is found, VERSUS interrupts the normal read from the dataset and accepts commands
from the terminal. The command .RETURN permits to return the control to the input dataset.

3) Command: .CLEAR

Syntax: .CLEAR Command 1, Command2...
where Commandl, Command2 etc. are one of the following commands .CURVE, .RANGE,
.SCAN, .XLOW, .XUP, .XERR, .YLOW, .YUP, .YERR,#0...#9
Purpose:
The command resets the commands and expressions as defined by the input list. If there is no
command list, all the commands will be reset but not the expressions.
To clear all the expressions enter .CLEAR #*

Example:

.CLEAR SCAN,.RANGE,CURVE,#2

resets the commands SCAN RANGE CURVE and EXPR #2
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4) Command: .CURVE

Syntax: .CURVE Formula(x) or .CURVE N;Formula(x)
where N is a number in the range 1-5.
Purpose:
Evaluate the formula and draw it as a curve on the plot page, when the plot is produced. The
formula must be written in the syntax accepted by the CPMAIN formula interpreter, as
described in the Appendix B16. The formula can contain only the variable x, indicating the data
plotted on the x axis and the parameters PI, P2, P3 previously defined by a .FIT command. Up
to 5 different curves can be defined.
The syntax .CURVE N; permits to delete the curve number N.
The syntax .CURVE N;* permits to retrieve in the command line the formula of the curve
number N so that it can be easily modified.

Example:

.CURVE EXP(-X**2)
a gaussian is drawn on the plot page

5) Command: .EXPR or .ESPR

Syntax: .EXPR #n formula
where n is a one digit number in the range 0 to 9. The formula must be written in the syntax
accepted by the CPMAIN formula interpreter, as described in the Appendix B16.
Purpose:
Definition of the derived variables #n.
The exponentiation is performed by "**" or by "A"
It is possible to use a derived variables #n in the definition of another derived variable #m with
the condition m>n.

Example:

.ESPR #1 ALOG10(DENS*CORR)/QA**2

The derived variable #1 is defined according to the given FORTRAN-like notation

6) Command: .FIT

Syntax: .FIT N
where N is an integer number in the range 0 to 3
Purpose :
Performs a fit of the plotted data. The following fits are available:
N=0 FIT = CONSTANT
N=l FIT = PI *X
N=2 FIT = PI + P2 * X
N=3 FIT = PI + P2 * X + P3 * X**2
The command .FIT must be re-specified before each plot.

7^ Command: .GRID

Syntax: .GRID N
where N integer number (up to 3 digits)
Purpose:
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Definition of the type of grid of the plot. The default is N = 300 (lin-lin plot with offsets on
both axis). The meaning of the code are described in the Appendix B8, field <0.19>.

Example:

.GRID 201

Log X axis and linear Y axis with offset

8) Command: .PLOT

Syntax: .PLOT (no arguments)
Purpose:
Execution of the defined plot.

9) Command: .PRINT

Syntax: .PRINT VARl(ll.ul) VAR2(12,u2),
where VAR1, VAR2 etc. are the names of variables or of expressions and (ll,ul), (12,u2)
define the ranges of their values.
Purpose :
Prints the records for which the values of the referred variables or expressions are contained in
the given ranges. The print-out is performed on the file defined by the .ALLOC command.
The syntax .PRINT * produces the print-out of the entire VERSUS dataset.
The syntax .PRINT, without arguments, returns the string of the last .PRINT command. As
the printout is performed in a VERSUS like syntax, if the printout record exceeds 132
characters, the number of variables to be printed is reduced to fit the output record of 132 bytes.
A proper format card F can be provided in the input file to print all the data. The expression
values are written only if they are explicitly referred by the .PRINT command.
The restrictions on variable ranges sattled by command .RANGE (see below) do not have
effects on .PRINT command. The only valid restrictions are those defined explicitely by this
command.

Example:

. P R I N T V A R { 1 0 0 . , 2 0 0 . ) # 1 ( 2 . 5 , 4 . )

All records for which the values of VAR are in the range 100. to 200. and the
values of the expression #1 are in the range 2.5 to 4. are printed; the printout
contains also the values of#l

10) Command: .QUIT or .RETURN

Syntax: .QUIT (no argument) or .RETURN (no argument)
Purpose:
Exit from VERSUS

11) Command: .RANGE

Syntax: .RANGE VARl(ll,ul), VAR2(12,u2),
where VAR1, VAR2 etc. are the names of variables or of expressions and (ll.ul), (12,u2)
define the ranges of their values.
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Purpose:
Only the records for which the referred variables have values insides the given ranges are
included in the plot.
This command is similar to the .LIMIT command but it can be switched on or off between
different plots, whilst .LIMIT command reject the data records during the input phase. The
command.CLEAR RANGE resets the command .RANGE.
The syntax .RANGE without arguments permits to retrieve the last .RANGE command string.

Example:

. R A N G E # 0 ( 1 0 0 . , 2 0 0 . )

Only the records for which the value of the expression #0 is in the range 100. to
200. are considered

12) Command: .SCAN

Syntax: .SCAN VAR,N or .SCAN VAR,(rl,r2,...,rN)
where: VAR is the name of a variable or of an expression; N is an integer number 1-9;
rl,r2,..rN are real numbers, ordered with increasing values.
Purpose:
The command permits to select different symbols for each data on the plot page according to the
value of the referred variable VAR. When the syntax .SCAN VAR,N is used the range of the
values of VAR is divided in N classes, while the boundary of each class can be explicitly
provided using the syntax .SCAN VAR,(rl,r2,...,rN): the classes are defined as (Min.
VAR, Rl, R2, ..., RN, Max. VAR).
The syntax .CLEAR SCAN disables the command.

Examples:

.SCAN D E N S ( 1 . , 2 , 3 )

The data for which the variable DENS is in the range min. of DENS to 1. are
plotted using the symbol N° 0, those for which DENS is in the range 1. to 2. are
plotted using symbol N° 1 and so on.

.SCAN DENS 4

The range between the min. DENS and max. DENS is divided in 4 intervals, and
the data are plotted using the symbol corresponding the interval to which the data
belongs

13) Command: .SELECT

Syntax: .SELECT VARl(rl) VAR(r2)....
where VAR1, VAR2 etc. are the names of variables or of expressions and r l , r2,... are real
numbers
Purpose:
Prints in the output file, defined by the command .ALLOC, groups of data for which the
referred variables do not differ more than the percentage defined by the values r l , r2,...
provided. Up to 7 variables can be provided.
The syntax .SELECT without arguments returns the last provided .SELECT command.
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Example:

.SELECT DENS(10),CORR(5)

All the records for which DENS does not differ more than 10% and CORR more
than 5% are printed in groups.

14) Command: .WCOMMAND

Syntax: .WCOMMAND VARl(ll,ul) VAR2(12,u2), VAR3(13,u3)...,
where VAR1, VAR2 etc. are the names of variables or of expressions and (ll,ul), (12,u2)
define the ranges of their values. At least 3 variables must be provided, 7 is the maximum
number.
Purpose:
The command permits to write in the file defined by the command .ALLOC the commands
needed by the section described in the Appendix B5, (Read data using a command file). It can
be used to read data from the FTU databases for a series of pulse numbers and times contained
in a VERSUS dataset.
The first variable VAR1 must contain the pulse number, the second variable VAR2 must contain
the time values, the third variable VAR3 must contain the time interval to be used to compute
the average values. If other variables are provided, they are used as in command .PRINT to
restrict the printout to the given range of values.
The syntax .WCOMMAND without arguments returns the last provided .WCOMMAND
command.

Example:

.WCOMMAND SHOT(5000 5550) ,TIME(0,1.5) ,#0(0,1. )

All records for which SHOT is in the range 5000+5500, TIME in the range 0+1.5
and #0 in the range 0+1. are included in the output list

15) Command: .STATUS

Syntax: .STATUS (no argument)
Purpose:
The interactive panel of VERSUS is invoked. The commands are provided in the first line of the
panel. The panel is described later in this appendix, subsection (d).

16) Command: .XERR

Syntax: .XERR VAR
where VAR is the name of a variable or of an expression
Purpose:
The command selects the variable to be plotted as the error bars of the data plotted on the x axis,
defined by the command .XVAR. The command .XERR is reset when the command .XVAR
is invoked.

Example:

.XERR ERVAR1

The values of variable ERVAR1 are plotted as x error bars
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Command: .XLOW

Syntax: .XLOW r where r is a real number
Purpose:
Defines the lower limit of the X axis. If not defined the minimum of the values of the data
defined by the command .XVAR is used. The command .XLOW is reset when the command
.XVAR is invoked.

Example:

.XLOW 3 . 0

The lower limit of the X axis is fixed to 3.0

18) Command: .XSCRIT

Syntax: .XSCRIT Alphanumeric string (max. 20 characters)
Purpose:
The command defines the X axis label

Example:

.XSCRIT Density(10**19/m3)

191 Command: .XUP

Syntax: .XUP r where r is a real number
Purpose:
Defines the upper limit of the X axis. If not defined the maximum of the values of the data
defined by the command .XVAR is used. The command .XUP is reset when the command
.XVAR is invoked.

Example:

.XUP 9 . 0

The upper limit of the X axis is fixed to 9.0

20) Command: .XVAR

Syntax: .XVAR VAR
where VAR is the name of a variable or of an expression.
Purpose:
The command defines the data to be plotted on the X axis. The commands .XERR, .XSCRIT,
.XLOW, .XUP are re-initialised by the command .XVAR.

Example:

.XVAR #3

The values of the expression #3 are plotted on the X axis
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21) Command: .YERR

Syntax: .YERR VAR
where VAR is the name of a variable or of an expression
Purpose:
The command selects the variable to be plotted as the error bars of the data plotted on the y axis,
defined by the command .YVAR. The command .YERR is reset when the command .YVAR is
invoked.

Example:

.YERR ERVAR2

The values of variable ERVAR2 are plotted as y error bars

22) Command: .YLOW

Syntax: .YLOW r where r is a real number
Purpose:
Defines the lower limit of the y axis. If not defined the minimum of the values of the data
defined by the command .YVAR is used. The command .YLOW is reset when the command
.YVAR is invoked.

Example:

.YLOW 5 . 0

The lower limit of the y axis is fixed to 5.0

23) Command: .YSCRIT

Syntax: .YSCRIT Alphanumeric string (max. 20 characters)
Purpose:
The command defines the label of the y axis.

Example:

.YSCRIT Temperature(keV)

24) Command: .YUP

Syntax: .YUP r where r is a real number
Purpose:
Defines the upper limit of the x axis. If not defined the maximum of the values of the data

defined by the command .YVAR is used. The command .YUP is reset when the command
.YVAR is invoked.

Example:

.YUP 1 2 . 0

The upper limit of the Y axis is fixed to 12.0
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25) Command: .YVAR

Syntax: .YVAR VAR
where VAR is the name of a variable or of an expression.
Purpose:
The command defines the data to be plotted on the y axis. The commands .YERR, .YSCRIT,
.YLOW, .YUP are re-initialised by the command .YVAR.

Example:

.YVAR # 7

The values of the expression #7 are plotted on the y axis

B14.4 VERSUS interactive panel, keys and plot page

Figure 11 shows the interactive VERSUS panel, for a screen with 32 rows. VERSUS
commands can be entered in the first row at the top of the panel, that contains the only input
field of the screen. The remaining part of the panel is used to display the status of all the main
VERSUS commands.

Rows number 3 and 4 contain the list of the variables defined in the VERSUS dataset. The
defined expressions and curves are shown in rows 6 to 15. The variables to be plotted on the x
and y axis are shown in rows 17 to 20, together with their error bars, if any, and the axis limits.
In rows 22 to 28 the information provided by the commands .RANGE and .SCAN are
displayed. The content of the commands .FIT, .GRID and .ALLOC are shown in rows 29 to
31.

The last row of the screen contains the description of the keys used in VERSUS panel:

Fl Help

F3 Exit from VERSUS, as command .QUIT.

F4 Exit from VERSUS, as command .RETURN.

F6 Invoking PDF/ISPF environment.

Fl 1 The defined plot is displayed. The cursor on the plot page can be used to select a
subset of data, that is listed on the screen when key F12 on VERSUS plot page is
selected.

F12 The defined plot is displayed. The cursor on the plot page can be used to zoom a
selected portion of the plot page, when key F12 on the VERSUS plot page is selected

Figure 15 shows an example of the VERSUS plot page, that is produced when the keys Fl 1 or
F12 are selected on the interactive VERSUS panel. The plot in figure 15 shows the effect of the
command .SCAN, that has been used to discriminate the plotted data according to the value of
the variable BTAX. The command .CURVE has been also used to produce a straight line and
the command .RANGE to restrict the displayed data to the observations for which XM was
equal to 2.

The meaning of the keys on the VERSUS plot page is the same as in the SHOW 2-D plot page,
Appendix B12, with the only exception of key F12, that has a different result in dependence if
the plot has been produced by Fl 1 or F12, as previously described.
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B15. Syntax of the command file

The commands can be divided into definition commands and operation commands. The
definition commands define all the quantities which are normally given in the panel 1, Appendix
B4, and O, appendix B8, of the interactive SHOW program. The operation commands perform
an operation on the data stored in the SDA as for example producing a plot page, like the key
F12 in the interactive mode of the SHOW program, Appendix Bl. The dataset containing the
commands can be used as the input dataset in panel 2, Appendix B5, or it can be allocated to the
unit number 83, when SHOW is run in batch mode, see the examples in the Appendix B17.
The dataset must have a fixed record format (RECFM=F or FB) and the record length must be
at least 72 bytes (LRECL > 72).

The definition commands are:

NSHOT=,

A=, B=, C=, D=, E=, F=, G=, H=, I=, J=,....,T =

P0=, Pl=, P2=, P3=

LINE_CMD= or LINE= , READ_X_STEP= or DX=, READ_OPTION= or
OPT= ,

TAB= , LABEL=, PLOT_OPTION=, DRAW=,

FIRST_SHOT=, LAST_SHOT=, Pl=, P2=, P3=, P4=

VO=,V1=,V2=

A_NAME=, B_NAME=, C_NAME=,...., T_NAME=

A_FORM=, B_FORM=, C_FORM=,...., T_FORM=

The operation commands are:

PLOT, WRITE, WRIT$, VERSUS, RESET, STOP

The commands must be coded with the following rules:

a command must be entirely contained in one dataset record; a character in column 1 defines a
comment card; most of the commands require an argument that can be of integer, real or
character type; a character argument must be included between quotes. If the character argument
is provided as a subcommand, double quotes must be used. If the command requires several
subcommands that do not fit in a single line, it can be repeated as many time as necessary. In
the following the complete list of the available commands and the type of their arguments is
provided.

B15.1 A=,B=,C=,D=,E=,F=, T=

(character*60): these commands define the name of the channels for which data are required.
The channels name must be entered with the same rules applied in panel 1, Appendix B4. When
one of these commands is found the actual value of the commands DRAW, LINE_CMD,
READ_X_STEP, READ_OPTION, LABEL and TAB are stored and used during the channel
readout.
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Examples:

Valid examples are:
A='ZZZZED.IPL'
B='%E.BTOR'
C = ' ( A / B ) : ( A ) '

B15.2 A_NAME=,B_NAME=, T_NAME=

(character* 6): these commands define the name to be used for the variables A,B—T in the list
of data in the VERSUS format produced by the WRITE command.

B15.3 A_FORM=,B_FORM=, T_FORM=

(character*9): the commands define the format to be used for the variables A,B,...T in the list
of data in VERSUS format produced by the WRITE command.

B15.4 DRAW=

(character* 1): the command defines the drawing mode with the same meaning as the drawing
mode field in the upper section of the panels of the interactive SHOW program, see the
Appendix B2.

Example:

DRAW = ' 2 '

means that the data is to be plotted with marks.

B15.5 FIRST_SHOT=, LAST_SHOT=

(integers): the commands define an interval of pulse numbers for which the data have to be
read. These command must be provided together and they override the NSHOT command.

Example:

FIRST_SHOT=8020, LAST_SHOT=8040

the data are read from the pulse number 8020 to the pulse number 8040

B15.6 LINE_CMD= or LINE=

(character* 1): the command defines the Line command as in the upper section of the SHOW
standard panels, Appendix B2. Valid values are X, Y, 1,2,,,9,0, V.

Example:

LINE_CMD='1'

means that the data is plotted in the first grid
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B15.7 LABEL=

(character* 20): the command defines a label to a data in the SDA.

B15.8 NSHOT=

(integer): the command defines the pulse number for which data are required. When the
statement NSHOT is found the data read-out is performed

Example:

NSHOT=1888

B15.9 PLOT

(no argument): the command produces the plot of the data in the SDA, according to the values
of the commands LINE, DRAW and PLOT_OPTION.

B15.10 PLOT_OPTION=

(character*40, with subcommands): the command defines the plot options. For a complete
description see the Appendix B8.

Example:

P L O T _ O P T I O N = ' X M I N = 5 0 . , G R I D ( 3 ) = 3 0 2 ' ,

has the effect to fix the lower limit of the x axis to 50. and produces a lin-log scale
on the third grid on the plot page.

The available sub-commands are:

1) FIT=n

(integer) - defines the degree of the polynomial used to fit the data; for FIT=0 no fit is
performed.

2) GRID(i)=xxxx

(integer) -defines the grid type for the grid number j (1:10), the available types are reported in
the Appendix B8, in the description of the field <O.18>.

3) NORM TOl(i)=n

(integer) - if NORM_TOl(j)=l all the data plotted in the grid number j are normalised to their
maximum; when NORM_TOl(j)=0 no normalisation is performed.
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(integer) -number of the grid columns in a plot page; for N_COL=0 the number is automatically
chosen by the program.

5) N GRID=n

(integer) - defines the number of the grids in a plot page; for N_GRID=0 the number is
automatically chosen by the program.

6) N VER =n

(integer) - number of the vertical lines to be drawn (1:3).

7) PAGE XDIM=r

(real) - x size of the plot page, th e range is 0:130.

8) PAGE YDIM=r

(real) - y size of the plot page, the range is 0:100.

9) TITLE="xxxxx"

(character*40) - plot title

10)TMIN=r

(real) - lower limit of the hidden parameter, used if one data is plotted as a function of another
one, see the Appendix B8.

ll)TMAX=r

(real) - upper limit of the hidden parameter.

12) WRITE VAL^n

(integer) - if WRITE_VAL=1 the value of the data at the x given by the vertical lines is written
on the plot page; if WRITE_VAL=0 no value written.

13)XMAX=r

(real) - upper limit of the x axis. For XMAX=0.0 and XMIN=0.0 the limits are
automatically determined.
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14) XMIN=r

(real) - lower limit of the x axis.

15) XOFF="x"

(character* 1) - definition of the offset options for the x axis. See in the Appendix B8, the
description of the field <O.7>.

16) X VER(j)=r

(real) - the vertical line number j is drawn for x equal to X_VER(j).

17) YMAXQ)=r

(real) - defines the upper limit for the y axis of the grid number j (1:10). For YMAX(j)=0.0
and YMIN(j)=0.0 the limits for the grid number j are automatically determined.

18) YMIN(j)=r

(real) - defines the lower limit for the y axis of the grid number j(l: 10).

B15.ll P1,P2,P3=

(real): these commands define the value of the parameters PI, P2, P3 and P4 that can be used
in the formula evaluation. Some of the functions (e.g %FIT1) defined in the formula interpreter,
Appendix B16, make use of these parameters

B15.12 READ_X_STEP= or DX=

(real): the command defines the X step value as the field <1.3> on the panel 1.

Example:

READ_X_STEP=0.020.

the data is averaged on 0.020 s.

B15.13 READ_OPTION- or OPT=

(integer): the commands provides the same information as the fields <1.5> and <1.6> on panel
1, see the Appendix B4. The valid values are:

1 - The data is read with constants set to 1.

2 - The offset is subtracted.

3 - Both the previous options are applied
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B15J4 RESET

(no argument): the command forces the re-initialisation of all the default values, including the
plot options.

B15.15 STOP

(no argument): the execution of the command file is terminated.

B 15.16 TAB=

(character* 1): the command is similar to the field <1.4> in panel 1, see the Appendix B4. If
TAB='Y' the channel table is displayed

B15.17 VERSUS

(character*5, can be called without any argument): the command invokes the VERSUS spread-
sheet. See the Appendix BIO and B14. In this case the commands A=, B=,...O= define the
names of the input datasets (max. 15) with the same syntax as in panel V, appendix B10. The
command R= defines the reference dataset as described in appendix BIO. The lines following
the VERSUS command can contain commands for VERSUS with the syntax described in
appendix B14. When the command file is run in the batch mode, these VERSUS commands are
automatically executed, while in an interactive session the interactive VERSUS panel is invoked
by default. To force the execution of the VERSUS commands, the syntax VERSUS='BATCH'
must be used when SHOW is run in the interactive mode. The syntax VERSUS='SAVE'
permits to save the last plotted data in the SDA. An example of the use of VERSUS can be
found in the Appendix B17.

B15.18 VO,V1,V2=

(characters*9): these commands have a different meaning in the batch or in the interactive
SHOW modes. In batch mode the commands define the content of the variable strings that are
substituted at the place of the strings "V0", "VI", "V2" each time they are found in a channel
definition command (A=,B=... T=).. In the interactive mode they define the default values for
the fields <2.3>,<2.4> and <2.5>.

Example:

The command line

A = ' % E . E C M T V R ( " V 0 " , , " V I " ) '

in the input dataset is converted in A='%E.ECMTVR(0.50,,l)' J/VO='O.5O' and
V 1 = T

B15.19 WRITE

(character*40, with subcommands, the command can be called without arguments): the
command permits to write in the output file a table of numeric values, by interpolating the data
in the SDA at given x values. The output dataset is written in a format which is compatible with
the VERSUS spread-sheet, including the variable definition and format definition lines. In batch
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runs the output is written to unit number 84, which must be allocated. The maximum number of
the columns in the table is 10. If a data is not found a zero value is provided. In the following
the list of subcommands is provided:

1) ADD="x"

(character* 1) - if ADD="Y" the results are written at the end of the output dataset, without
writing the variable definition record and the format definition record for the VERSUS
variables. It is used to add data to an existing VERSUS dataset. The default values is
ADD="N".

2) AT X OF="v"

(character* 1) - where v is the name of a data in the SDA. The subcommand forces the writing
of the results at the x values of the data referred by it, overriding the command X(j).
AT X OF="*" re-initialises the command.

3) DX =xxxx

(real) - the subcommand defines the X interval on which the data have to be averaged, to
provide the results.

4) X(j) =xxxx

(real) - the subcommand defines the x values at which the results have to be written. At least
one subcommand X(j) must be provided, if the subcommand AT_X_OF is not given. The
maximum value of j is 9.

5) WHAT ="ABC..T"

(character* 10) - the subcommand provides the list of the names of the data in the SDA, that
must be included in the output table (max. is 10).If it is not defined all channel will be written.

Example:

A='ZZZZED.IPL' ,A_NAME='IPL' ,A_F0RM='1PE9.2'
B='%E.BT0R' ,B_NAME='BTOR' ,B_FORM='F6.2'
C='%E.DCNDENS(4)' ,C_NAME='NEL4' ,C_FORM='1PE9.2
FIRST_SHOT=5023,LAST_SHOT=5100
WRITE='X(1)=0.400,DX=.030,WHAT="AC"'

These commands creates a datase in VERSUS format whith 5 variable , NSHOT
(shot number), TIME (value ofx(l)), DTIME (valiue ov DX), IPL(plasma current
at 0.4 s averaged over 0.03 s) and NEL4 (value of channel %E.DCNDENS(4) at
0.4 s, averaged over 0.03 s). The magnetic field %E.BTOR will not be written
because it does not appear in WHAT= command list. Shots between 5023 to 5100
will be written.
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B15.20 WRIT$

(character*40): the command permits to write a selected data stored in the SDA to the FTU
databases as a $ channel (PED database). It has a set of subcommands:

1) COND="v"

(character* 1) - where v is the name of the data in the SDA to be used as a condition for the $
channel to be written. The condition is the following: the $ channel is not written if v < 1; v
must be a data with only one element.

2) NAME="ccccc"

(character* 16) - the subcommand defines the name of the $ channel, so it must follow the
syntax NAME="#Fxxxxx.$yyyyyy" where #Fxxxxx is a valid userid.

3) WHAT="v"

(character* 1) - the subcommands defines the data in the SDA that has to be written to the $
database.

Example:

A='$EQVIPLA'
B='$EQWPLAr

C = ' ( A * B ) : ( A ) '
D='(%MAX(ABS(A)):(A)'
E=' (D/1E5) : ( 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 1 ) '

WRIT$='NAME="#FBRAC2.$OHMPOW",WHAT="C",COND="E'" A $
channel with ohmic power will be written in a private database only if the maximum
value of the current exceeds 100 kA.

B16. The syntax of the CPMAIN formula interpreter

The CPMAIN interpreter is a facility capable to evaluate the result of a formula, written in a
FORTAN-like syntax. The interpreter is used for four different tasks in the SHOW program,
(1) to evaluate new data in the SDA from the panels 1 and C, (2) as a desk calculator from
panel C, (3) in the VERSUS spread-sheet and (4) in the definition of the %E channels of the
FTU database. The formula interpreter is based on the FORTRAN routine CPMAIN, available
on the Frascati MVS system in the library #FBRAC2.NPA92.FORT/LOAD. The routine can be
invoked in a FORTRAN code, if some formula evaluation capability is required at run time.

The formula can include the names of variables, that in the general case refer to data defined as a
couple of one-dimensional arrays of x and y values with an arbitrary number of elements. The
variable names depend on the context where the interpreter is used. In the case of the panels 1
and C the variable names are A, B,...., T and refer to data in the SDA according to the order in
which they have been read. In the case of the VERSUS spread-sheet they are defined by the
user and they refer to the columns of the table of data (in that case the x values are
meaningless), Appendix B14. In the %E channels the names are again A, B,...., T and they
refer to data already read from the FTU database, in the sequence defining the %E channel,
Appendix A3.
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The result of the formula is also a data consisting of a couple of one-dimensional arrays of x
and y values. Usually the user pre-defines the desired set of x values and the formula defines
the y values. The interpreter performs implicitly the required interpolations when the variables
refer to data with different sets of x values. When the selected x value lies outside the x interval
of the referenced data the interpreter set the result to zero. The x values can be referenced in the
formula itself with the name X. When the number of elements of the data of a variable is equal
to 1, no interpolation is performed and the y value is used in the formula evaluation.

There are cases when the x values are not meaningful, or when the interpolation itself is
meaningless or dangerous, and in that cases the user can switch off the interpolation facility.

If the interpolation facility is not active the formula evaluation has restricted rules: all the
variables in the formula must refer to data with the same number of elements, the variable X
can not be used and some of the functions defined in the following can not be applied.

When the interpolation facility is active, the user must define the set of the x values of the result.
This definition can be done by entering the fields <C.2>, <C.3>, <C.4>, <C.5> in the
interactive SHOW mode or by using the following syntax in the formula definition:

(Formula):(xl,x2,nx) - where nx is the number of the elements in which the interval xl ,
x2 is divided.

(Formula):(xl,x2,V) - where V is the name of an already defined variable. The x values are
defined as the subset of the x values of V included in the interval xl, x2.

(Formula):(V) - where V is the name of an already defined variable.

Examples:

Valid examples are:

C = ' ( A B S ( A ) ) : ( 0 . 1 , 0 . 9 , 5 0 ) '
D = ' ( A * B ) : ( 0 . 3 , 0 . 4 , B ) '
E = ' ( B * * 2 ) : ( B )

This syntax is mandatory when the formula evaluation is invoked in panel 1 or from a
command file, Appendix B15, or in the definition of the %E channels, Appendix A3.

The formula itself must be written with the same syntax of FORTRAN, with the usual operators
+, -, *, /, ** and the use of the round parenthesis. The sizes of the stacks of the interpreter has
been chosen so that it can manage a reasonable nesting of parenthesis and formula complexity.
If that size is exceeded a message is provided.

Four scalar variables PI , P2, P3 and P4 can be used as parameters in the formula and their
values are modified by some of the available functions, as the fitting facilities %FIT1, 2, 3, 4.

Some key words are available to perform utility operations and can be entered at the place of the
formula. The key words must be given in the expression field and do not produce any result.
The available key words are:

DEBUGON: sets debug mode on, a lot of print-out is performed during the computation.

DEBUGOFF: sets debug mode off, the default status.

LISTF: provides a list of all the FORTRAN-like functions.
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LISTC: provides a list of the content of the PI , P2, P3, P4 parameters.

Two types of functions are available in the formula interpreter.

The first type of function requires the interpolation mode, must be invoked as the first function
in the formula and can be applied only once and without nesting. Theses functions are listed
below, where v indicates the name of a valid variable:

B16.1 Special functions

1) %CHX(V.Formula):

the function is used to change the x values of a variable, that are evaluated using the formula,
while the y values of the variable v are unchanged.

Example:

B= ' (%CHX(A,X-0 .1 ) ) : (A) '

a new x axis is defined with a shift of 0.1 in respect of the old one

T) %FITlCv.Formula containing PI)

3) %FIT2(v.Formula containing P1.P2)

4) %Frr3Cv.Formula containing P1.P2.P3*)

5) %FiT4fv.Formula containing P1.P2.P3.P4)

The %FITn functions permit to compute a fit of a selected data v with a generic expression
depending on n free parameters. The parameters values corresponding to the minimum
deviation between the fit and the data values are returned as the PI, P2, P3, P4 parameters. .
The fit makes use of the simplex method requiring the same order of m agnitude for all the
parameters, typically of the order 1. The parameters PI , P2, P3 and P4 must be initialised
accordingly, before the fitting is performed.

Example:

B = ' ( % F I T 2 ( A / P 1 * E X P ( - ( X / P 2 ) * * 2 ) ) ) : ( A ) '

computes the fit of the data "A" with a gaussian

6) %SWAPfv)

The x and the y values of the variable v are swapped between each-other.
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7) %SORTX(v)

the couples of the x and the y sets of the variable v are sorted so that the x values are in
increasing order.

8)%SORTY(v)

the couples of the x and the y sets of the variable v are sorted so that the y values are in
increasing order.

B16.2 FORTRAN-like functions

The second type of functions are FORTRAN-like functions that can be called at any place in the
formula. Usually the arguments of the function can be both scalar numbers and valid variables.
In the following scalars will be indicated with letters a,s or x, variable are indicated with u,v
and w and integer with n or m. Some of the functions are the standard functions of the IBM
VS2 Fortran:

EXP(v), SIN(v), COS(v), TAN(v), ERF(v), ABS(v), ALOG(v), ATAN(v),
SQRT(v), TANH(v), SINH(v), COSH(v), ASIN(v), ACOS(v), COTAN(v),
ATAN2(v,w), ALOGlO(v), GAMMA(v), AMOD(v,w) or MOD(v,w), AINT(v) or
INT(v), ANINT(v) or NINT(v), DIM(v,w), SIGN(v,w), AMAXl(v,w) or
MAX(v,w), AMINl(v,w) or MIN(v,w).

B16.3 Other functions

Several functions have been added to the previous list and the structure of the interpreter permits
to easily include others, to cover future requirements of the users. In the cases when the
argument must be a scalar it is indicated as S or N while if it must be a valid variable it is
indicated with V. The label (x) indicates that the function can be used only when the
interpolation mode is switched on.

I) BESJ (s.n)

It returns the J Bessel function of order n (only integer values are meaningfull) evaluated at the
given in s value.to-

2) DAYC(s)

The function performs the conversion of the date from the form YY.DDD into YYMMDD.

3) NDIS(x.a.s)

it returns the normal distribution for a given average a and sigma s

4) RAND

It returns a random number in the range (0.0,1.0).
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5)

(x) the function returns the derivative of the argument.

6) %JNT(w)

(x) the function returns the integral of the argument on the defined x range.

7) %INDfv)

The function returns the index of each element of the variable, from 1 to the total number of
elements.

Example:

B="(%IND(A)) : (A) '

B contains 1,2,3,...,n where n is the dimension of A

%) %MEArv.s)

(x) the function returns the average of the y values of the variable v, performed using an
averaging window s on the x values. Another type of smoothing is performed by the function
%SSG.

Example:

%MEA(A,0.01)

A is averaged over the interval ofx = 0.01.

9) %VAR(v.s')

(x) the function returns the variance of the y values of the variable v, when their average is
performed using an averaging window s on the x values as done by function %MEA.

Example:

%VAR{C,0.02)

%OFF(v.xl.x2)

(x) the function applies an offset subtraction to the y values of the variable v. The offset is
evaluated as the average of the y values of v having x in the interval (xl,x2).

Example:

% 0 F F ( B , - 0 . 0 2 , - 0 . 0 1 )

The average value of y for -0.02 < x < -0.01 is subtracted to the variable B.
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ID %SET(v.xl.x2.w)

(x) the function performs a conditioned assignment of y values, according to its x values:
%SET(v ,x l ,x2 ,w) = v for xl < x < x2 %SET(v,xl,x2,w) = w for x < x l
or x> x2

Example:

O 1 {%SET(A,0. , 0 . 9 , B ) ) : (A) '

C is equal to A for 0< x <0.9, while is equal to B elsewhere.

12) %IFSfu.v.w.aLa2)

The function performs a conditioned assignment using the values of variables v and w,
according to the values of another variable u:

%IFS(u,v,w,al,a2) = v for al < u < a2

%IFS(u,v,w,al,a2) = w for u < al or u > a2

Example:

E = " ( % I F S ( D , A , B , 0 . , 2 . ) ) : ( D ) '

E is equal to A for those values of x where 0.< D <2., while is equal to B
elsewhere.

13) %CLAS(v.n)

The range between the minimum and the maximum of the y values of variable v is divided in a
number of intervals equal to n; for each element of v the function returns the middle value of the
interval to which the element belongs. The use of functions %CLAS and %CFRE permits to
obtain a frequency histogram for the y values of a variable.

Example:

%CLAS(D,5)

D is divided in 5 interval, and for each value ofD, %CLAS(D,5) returns the middle
value of the interval, according to the interval to which the elements ofD belong, it
can be used as the x axis of the histogram plot.

14) %CFREfv.n)

The range between the minimum and the maximum of the y values of variable v is divided in a
number of intervals equal to n; for each element of v the function returns the number of
occurrences of the y values for the class to which the value belongs The use of functions
%CLAS and %CFRE permits to obtain a frequency histogram for the y values of a variable.
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Example:

E='(%CLAS(D,5)):(D)',LINE='X'
F="(%CFRE(D,5)):(D)',LINE='1',DRAW='6',PLOT

These commands make the histogram of the y values of variable D.

15) %CFRNfv.n)

Same as %CFRE but the number of occurrences is normalised to the interval width and to the
total number of y values.

16) %CAVEfv.w.n)

the range between the minimum and the maximum of the y values of variable w is divided in a
number of intervals equal to n; the function returns for each element the average of the y values
of the variable v, where the average is performed for all the elements belonging to the same
interval of w.

17) %CNVfv.w.xl.x2)

(x) the function returns the convolution integral between the y values of the two variables v, w
using the last two arguments (xl,x2) as the integration limits.

Example:

% C N V ( A , B , 0 . 4 , 0 . 5 )

The convolution of variable A and B is calculated in the interval 0.4+0.5.

18) %CSIGfv.w.n)

similar to the function %CAVE, it returns the values of the standard deviation instead of the
average.

19) %MAX(v)

the function returns the absolute maximum of the y values of the variable v.

20) %XMAXfv)

(x) the function returns the x value corresponding to the absolute maximum of the y values of
the variable v.

21) %MIN(V)

The function returns the absolute minimum of the y values of the variable v.
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22) %XMIN(v)

(x) the function returns the x value corresponding to the absolute minimum of the y values of
the variable v.

23) %DDTYv.aLa2.sl.s2)

(x) the function evaluates the period of a saw-tooth time behaviour for the data of the variable v.
The data are examined starting from the x value at x=s2, for saw-tooth in the frequency interval
al,a2 (Hz), s i defines the x window for data averaging.

Example:

A = ' E - C - P C . C H 0 6 / l '
B = ' ( % D D T ( A , 1 0 0 . , 5 0 0 . , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 3 ) ) : ( A ) '

B contains the evolutions of the saw-tooth period.

24) %LPF(v.s)

(x) the function returns the result of the application of a low pass filter on the y values of the
variable v, using a time constant equal to a. This filter keeps the time causality relation. %LPF
works correctly only for variables having x values with a constant step.

Example:

%LPF{A,0.01)

The variable A is filter with a time constant of 0.01 s.

25) %NOF(v.xl.x2.al.a2)

(x) the function returns the result of the application of a notch filter: all the frequencies inside the
band al, a2 are eliminated for the y values of the variable v; only the y values having x values
in the interval xl , x2 are considered.

Example:

% N O F ( A , 0 . , 1 . 5 , 4 5 . , 5 5 . )

Frequencies around 50. Hz are cut off.

26) %BPFfv.xl.x2.al.a2)

(x) the function returns the result of the application of a band filter: all the frequencies outside
the band al , a2 are eliminated for the y values of the variable v; only the y values having x
values in the interval xl, x2 are considered.

Example:

% B P F ( A , 0 . , 1 . 5 , 4 5 . , 5 5 . )

The disturbance at 50. Hz is extracted.
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27) %CCUfv.n.sl.s2)

(x) the function returns the result of the application of a count cumulation algorithm: the y
values of the variable v are supposed to contain a count rate and the function cumulates the
counts, starting from the x value s2, so that at least n counts are retrieved in the time interval
si.

Example:

% C C U ( A , 2 0 0 , . 1 , . 3 )

The counts are cumulated starting from 0.3 s, so that at least 200 counts in 0.1 s are
obtained.

28) %SSGfv.n.m)

(x) the function returns the result of the application of a smoothing technique called Savitzky-
Golay filter to the y values of the variable v. The second argument n is the number of used
points (from 3 to 99) and the third argument m is the order of the polynomial (valid values are
2,4,6 ; 0 provides the usual smoothing with constant weights). If an error is detected the y
values of the result are set to zero.

Example:

%SSG(A,8,4)

The input data is smoothed using a 8 point fit with a 4th degree polynomial

29) %VAL(v.s)

(x) the y values of the result returned by the function are defined as the y value of v for x=s,
where s is a scalar.

Example:

C = " ( % V A L ( B , 0 . 5 ) ) : ( B ) '

C contains a constant value equal to the y value ofB at x=0.5.

30) %VALV(v.u)

(x) the y values of the result returned by the function are defined as the y values of v for x=u,
where u is a variable itself. The only difference with the %VAL function is that the second
argument is a variable instead of a constant.

Example:

C='(%VALV(B,A)) : (B) '

C contains the values obtained as an interpolation of B values at the x values equal
to A.
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3n%VALNfv.n)

the y values of the result returned by the function are defined as the y value of element number
n of v.

Example:

C=' (%VALN(B,101)) : (B) '

C contains a constant value equal to the 101-st y value ofB.

B17. Examples of batch runs

This appendix contains some examples of batch runs. The first example includes the entire
CNTL required to run SHOW in batch mode, while the remaining examples consist only of the
list of commands that have to be provided as input to the FORTRAN unit number 83.

The list of commands required to reproduce the sequence of data contained into the SDA can be
obtained using the option save of the panel 2, Appendix B5. Panel 2 permits to modify the list,
using the Edit facility; and to run it, so that it can be easily tested before submitting the set of
commands for a large number of pulses.

It is also recommended to avoid batch jobs recalling a large number of old data, if it is not really
necessary. The access to old data often requires the automatic restoring of datasets from the tape
library, a process that demands time and uses space of the on-line disk system.

a) The complete CNTL required to produce the plots of plasma current and line averaged
density as versus time for a list of plasma pulses.

//#Fxxxxxx JOB
//*
//* BATCH EXECUTION OF SHOW PGM
//*
//SHOW EXEC PGM=SHOWU,PARM='NOXUFLOW'
//STEPLIB DD DSN=#FBRAC2.SHOW.LOAD,DISP=SHR
//FT01F001 DD SYSOUT=T7OUTLIM=100000
//FT05F001 DD SYSOUT=T,OUTLIM=100000
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=T,OUTLIM=100000
//*
//* Allocation of plot file
//*
//FT98F001 DD DSN=#Fxxxxx.RGPLOT.SAVE,DISP=SHR
//*
//* Allocation of the output file
//*
//FT84F001 DD SYSOUT=T,OUTLIM=100 000
//*
//* Allocation of the command input file
//*
//FT83F001 DD *
* commands to plot density and current for two plasma pulses
*
A='%E.DCNDENS(4)'
B='ZZZZED.IPL'
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NSHOT=2718,PLOT
NSHOT=2719,PLOT
//*
//* The content of of the plot file is copied on
//* the laser printer with address FLS65F
//*
//PL0T1 EXEC PGM=COPI3 812,
// PARM='PAGE=4,ADDRESS=''FLS65F'',MODE=0,GROUP=0'
//STEPLIB DD DSN=#FBRAC2.UTILITY.LOAD,DISP=SHR
//ADMPRNTQ DD DSN=ADMPRINT.REQUEST.QUEUE,DISP=SHR
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=T,OUTLIM=100000
//FT90F001 DD DSN=#Fxxxxx.RGPLOT.SAVE,DISP=OLD
//

b) A ran of VERSUS in batch mode. The input to VERSUS is constracted with data contained
in 3 VERSUS datasets. A sequence of plots is generated.

//FT83F001 DD *
*
* the input dataset for VERSUS is prepared with 8 variables from
* 3 different datasets
*
A='#FBRAC2.Y90Y92.DATA(WBALOl),SHOT,XM,IPLMA,NEL19'
B='#FBRAC2.Y90Y92.DATA(WBALOl),BTAX,TAUEK,ZEFF'
C='#FBRAC2.Y90Y92.DATA(WBAL06),DDSTAU'

VERSUS
*
* different marks are used according to the current values

.SC IPLMA(0.25,0.35,0.45,0.55)
*
* The variable TAUEK is plotted vs. NEL19
*
.XV NEL19
.YV TAUEK
*
* only Hydrogen data at 6 T are plotted

.RA XM(0.9,1.1),BTAX(5.5,6.5)
* the plot is performed
.PLOT

* command RANGE is cleared, and only Deuterium data are selected

.CL RA

.RA XM(1.8,2.2),BTAX(5.5,6.5)
* another plot is performed
.PLOT
*
* command RANGE is cleared, and only Helium data are selected

.CL RA

.RA XM(3.8,4.2),BTAX(5.5,6.5)
* another plot is performed
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.PLOT
*

* a sequential dataset is allocated
*
.AL #FBRAC2.PISEL.LIST
*
* all the Hydrogen data are printed in the dataset

.PR XM(0.8,1.2)
* exit from VERSUS
.QU
/*

c) A table of data containing the plasma current; the magnetic field, the plasma density, the
beta+lj., the Murakami parameter is prepared for two given times, 0.3 and 0.6 s, for all the
plasma pulses in a given pulse range. The data are averaged on a time interval of 0.05 s.

//FT83F001 DD *
*

* Preparation of a table of data in the VERSUS format
*

A='ZZZZED.IPL'
B='%E.BTOR'
C='%E.DCNDENS(4)'
D='$EQVBELI'
E='(C*0.935/B):(C)'
FIRST_SHOT=8001,LAST_SHOT=803 0
WRITE='X(1)=0.3,X(2)=0.6,DX=0.05'
/*

d) A table of data containing the plasma current; the magnetic field, the plasma density, the
central electron temperature from the Thomson scattering, at the time points acquired by the
Thomson scattering, for a sequence of pulse numbers.

//FT83F001 DD *

* Preparation of a table of data in the VERSUS format

A='ZZZZED.IPL'
B='%E.BTOR'
C='%E.DCNDENS(4)'
D='%E.TSCTVT(0)'
NSHOT=8001,WRITE='AT_X_OF=' 'D' ' '
NSHOT= 8003,WRITE
NSHOT= 8009,WRITE
/*

e) A table of data containing the electron temperature from ECE, Michel son, and its radial
derivative, at the minor radius equal to 0.1 m, averaged on 0.04 m, for three time slices of
different plasma pulses.

//FT83F001 DD *

* Preparation of a table of data in the VERSUS format
*
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A=•%E.ECMTVRM("VO",1)•
B='(%DER(A)):(A)'
NSHOT=8001, V0='0.450 ' , WRITE='X(1)=0.1,DX=O.04'
NSHOT=8003,V0="0.350',WRITE
NSHOT=8009,V0='0.550',WRITE
/*

f) A sequence of plots is performed, with the data of two channels of the ECE
polychromator for 3 plasma pulses, in a time interval of 0.13 s, around the time of the current
disruption.

//FT83F001 DD *
*
* Plot of two channels of the ECE Polychromator in a time
* interval near to the current disruption

A='%E.TIMEIP'
B='%E.ECPFAST(3)',LINE=1
C='%E.ECPFAST(5)',LINE=1
PLOT_OPTION= ' OFFSET^ ' 'A" , XMIN=-0 .100 ,XMAX=0 . 03 0 '
NSHOT=8001,PLOT
NSHOT=8003,PLOT
NSHOT=8009,PLOT
*/
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APPENDIX C: THE JET VERSION OF SHOW

This appendix describes the features specific of the SHOW program at JET. All the general
features of SHOW, described in the Appendixes Bl, B2, B5 to B16 are available at JET. The
main differences with the FTU version concern the database readout, that are described in the
following appendixes. The $ channels are not supported. The JET version of SHOW contains
an input panel dedicated to the Neutral Particle diagnostic, Appendix C3.

The program can access to the data of two of the main JET databases [7]: the JPF (JET Pulse
Files) and the PPF (Processed Pulse Files).

The JPFs consist of all the data collected by the acquisition systems, in a format specific of the
acquisition hardware. Each data is identified by a pulse number and a node name. The program
accesses to the JPFs using the GETDAT software package, that provides a standard interface,
capable of reading most of the available nodes.

The PPFs consist of all the results produced by the codes that perform the elaboration of the
acquired data. Each data is identified by a pulse number, by a DDA (Diagnostic Data Areas,
associated to a family of data with a similar origin, as a diagnostic system or an interpretation
code) and by a NAME. A PPF can contain one-dimensional or a two-dimensional data. In the
case of a two dimensional data the independent variables are called x and time. The program
can read both the public PPFs and the private PPFs, that are produced under a private userid.

In order to perform an easy access to the Neutral Particle data, the structure of the %E channels,
as described in the Appendix A3, has been introduced also at JET. The %E definition files are
contained in the partitioned dataset JETVZA.A94SHO.ELAB.

To adapt the program to the data of the JET databases, the dimensions of the program area have
been increased in respect of what has been described in the section 4 of this report. The SDA
size is 327680 (couples of 4 bytes words) and the maximum size of each data is 131072.

Cl. First panel of the SHOW Program at JET

The first panel, figure C.I, contains the read-out and the utility options. The read-out options
are:

1 Read-out of Standard Channels from JPF, PPF Databases. This option is described in
the Appendix C2.

2 Read Data using a Command File: this option is described in appendix B2. All the
options available from panel 1 of JET version are also available from the command file.

4 KR2 Diagnostics. This option is described in the Appendix C3.

All the utility options are available, with exception of the option J (FTU Journal).

C2.Read-out of Standard Channels from the JPF and the PPF Databases

All the options described in the Appendix B4 are available in this panel, figure C.2, with the
exception of the facilities that are strictly characteristic of the FTU environment (e.g. the readout
of channel tables of the FTU DAS database). The syntax required to read the channels of the
JET databases is listed in the following section, that describes the input to the field <1.2>:
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3 * = MUS32.Gr6y
JETUZFI Frascati Disn I an 94 ? 5 JUN 0,6 9 47 ?B

Pulse Data LflbfiJ X Labels

flBCDEFGH I JKLMNOPORST
+ Commands: X,V 1 Q.D.S.U Data Draining Mode >

*** Enter Option ==> X) Stop the PGM

1) Read Data from JPF and PPF C) Computation

2> Read Data using a Command File F) Read/Urite on a File
0) Change Plot Options

4) KR2 Data R) Reset of stored Data
T) Corre I a t i on /Boxcar
U> UERSUS
Z> 3-D and Contour plot

This version has been compiled/1 inked on 4/ 6/96 at 11.08.41

Pi/Help P2/Full P3/Exit P6/ISPF P7/Up P8/Douin P12/Plot

18/25 Wed 05 Jun 09:51

Figure C.I - First panel of the SHOW program at JET

MUS32.Grey
JFTU7R

Pulie nntn
Francati Display

1 ahel
94 2

X 1 a h e 1 <;
5 96 9 48 50

Npt-;

JKL MNOPORST
* Commands: X V 1 9 . D S U Data D ra i n i ng Mode >

Data readout

Pulse Num.> 0 ^FILL^nDDn/Current Pulses N1 N2/Pulse Range

Data >
*,*.*/«enus, *XX/Keyu>ord search, %flLL, %RDDn
JPF: node, %R.node, ^S.node
PPF: DDFI.NnfiE, DDfi.NRME/X<x), DDn.NnME/T<t)

X Step (0.) Experimental ==> 0.0
Information V/N ==> N

P1/Help P2/Full P3/Exit P6/ISPF P7/Up P8/Douin P12/Plot

20/14 Wed 05 Jun 09:55 [g

Figure C.2 : Data readout panel of the SHOW program at JET
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C2.1 Channel <1.2>

The channel name identifies the data to be read.

The following values are available:

a) a channel name identifying the data to be read in JPF and PPF databases.

.TPF: the data are identified by node name and the following readout options are available:

% J.node name - standard JPF readout using GETDAT routine. This is the default.

%R.node name - raw data JPF readout using GETRAW routine.

%I.node name - raw data JPF readout, without conversion to real number.

%S.node name - calibrated data JPF readout using GETSCA routine.

%T.node name - JPF time axis readout using GETTIM routine.

%C.node name - Calibration blocks readout using JETRCB routine with the following
meaning:

Y (1, ,N) coefficients

Y(N+1) N is the number of coefficients

Y(N+2) CALAW calibration law 0=poly,

Y(N+3) OLDBK 0 for new format, 1 for old format

Y(N+4) PLAW post-calibration 0=none

Y(N+5) UNIPOL 0 for bipolar, 1 for unipolar

Y(N+6) UNTNO unit number string

PPF data are identified by their DDA and NAME, given as DDA.NAME. Private PPFs
can be read with the syntax USERID.DDA.NAME. If a PPF data is a 2D data the
following options are available:

DDA.NAME - the data is read as a 2D data for 3D plotting.

DDA.NAME/X(val) - the data is provided as a function of time for the value of the
variable X given by X=val.

DDA.NAME/X(,n) - the data is provided as a function of time at the X slice number
N.

DDA.NAME/T(val) - the data is provided as a function of the variable X at the time
given by time=val.
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DDA.NAME/T(,N) - the data is provided as a function of the variable X at the time
slice number N.

DDA.NAME/HELP - display of the description of the PPF structure on the screen.

Examples:

ECM1 .TMAX max. ECE temperature
ECM1 .PRFL ECE temperature vs. time and radius (3D)
ECM1 .PRFL/T(55.) ECE temperature profile at t=55. s
ECM 1 .PRFL/X(3.1) ECE temperature vs. time at R=3.1 m
JETGOT.BOL4.TOPO a private PPF

b) Elaborated data %E.xxxxxxxx. Data from the dataset JETVZA.A94SHO.ELAB, as
described in the introduction to Appendix C.

c) Data from KR2 diagnostics using the codes generated by option 4, Appendix C3.

d) %D.dsname/VARl/VAR2/VAR3: data from a dataset in the VERSUS syntax where
VAR1,VAR2 and VAR3 corresponds to the variables defined in the VERSUS dataset with
name "dsname". If /VAR3 is missing all the values are retrieved. If /VAR3 is included, it is
considered as the PULSE number and only the data with the given PULSE are returned.

e) Wild card search options: the options permit to retrieve a list of the names of the PPF data,
that is displayed in a paneljwhere the readout can be selected as described in Appendix B13.
The list includes the %E channels. The following syntax can be used:

* - the full list of PPF contained in the dataset JETLIB.PPF.DICT is returned. This
list contains most of the public PPFs, but each PPF may or may not be available for the
selected pulse.

XXX* - the list of PPF in the dataset JETLIB.PPF.DICT is searched to retrieve all
the occurrences of the string XXX.

*.* - the full list of only the available PPFs for the given pulse number is returned.

XXX.* - the full list of the available PPF for the given pulse number is searched for the
recurrence of the DDA equal to XXX

C3. KR2 Diagnostics

The panel, figure C.3, permits to access to the data of the KR2 Diagnostic: the Time of Flight
Neutral Particle Analyser (TOF-NPA). In the following all the available options are described,
using the names indicated in capital letters as the reference to the fields with the same name in
the panel.

The time step DTIME is normally used to produce a running average of the selected required
data. After the readout of a KR2 data, a symbolic name of the selected data is loaded in the
SDA, so that the same data can be read from panel 1 or from a command file.
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JFTU7R

MUS32.Greg
i t i Displau Q4.2 5 JUN 36

P u I s e Data Label

FIRCDEFGH1 JKI MNDPORST
+ Commands: X V 1 . . 9 D . S . U Data Draw i no fiodp >

* TOF NPfl * Pulse Number > Data Selection > 1

Select. Codes: 1:Flux<Time> 2:CNTS<Time) 3:Error<Time> 4:Ti<Time> 5:Flux<E>
6:CNTS(NCH) 7:Error(E> 8:Lin.Fit(E> 9:FKE>/<sv> 10:Su.FKE>
l1:Err.Su.FKE> 12:CNTS<E> 13:Cal.Factors<E>
20:C1/C1+C2 21:C2/C1+C2 22:C1/C1+C3 23:C3/C1+C3 24:C2/C2+C3
25:C3/C2+C3
97:flnalyser Setting 98/TOF Setting 99:Ti Computation options

Channel (1-15) ===> 1 Specie or Detector > 1 1,2,3/Coinc. 4/CEflfi 5/CEMB
Time(S),Counts<Opt.20-25> > 0.880
Dtime<S) <0.)Experim. > 0.806
N0 Temp. CKEU) > 3.000 Plasma ion (UHfO > 2.

P1/Help P2/Full P3/Exit P6/ISPF P7/Up P8/Douin P12/Plot

18/29 Wed 05 Jun 09:53

Figure C.3 : KR2 panel of the SHOW program at JET

Available Options:

1) Neutral flux as a function of time for given CHANNEL, COINCIDENCE and time step
DTIME.

2) Count/S as a function of time for given CHANNEL, COINCIDENCE and time step
DTIME.

3) Statistical Errors on the neutral flux as a function of time for a given CHANNEL,
COINCIDENCE and time step DTIME.

4) Ion temperature, defined as the slope of NPA spectra, as a function of time for given
COINCIDENCE number. In this case the time step is fixed in option panel (option 99).
Fitting parameters can be changed by option 99.

5) Neutral particle energy spectra at given TIME, for a given COINCIDENCE number as a
function of energy. Data are averaged with the given time step from TIME-DTIME/2 to
TIME+DTIME/2.

6) Count rates versus CHANNEL number at given TIME. Data are averaged with the given
time step from TIME-DTIME/2 to TIME+DTIME/2.

7) Statistical errors on the neutral particle spectra at given TIME, for a given COINCIDENCE
number as a function of energy. Data are averaged with the given time step from TIME-
DTIME/2 to TIME+DTIME/2.
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8) Linear fit of the neutral particle spectra at given TIME, for a given COINCIDENCE
number as a function of energy. Data are averaged with the given time step from TIME-
DTIME/2 to TIME+DTIME/2. Fitting parameters can be changed by option 99.

9) Neutral particle energy spectra corrected for the charge exchange reaction rate at given
TIME, for a given COINCIDENCE number as a function of energy. Data are averaged
with the given time step from TIME-DTME/2 to TIME+DTIME/2 .The neutral temperature
and the plasma ion mass must be provided.

10,11,12) The neutral particle spectra can be corrected for the background due to the random
noise and to the finite rejection for other masses. The corrected data are provided at given
TIME, for a given COINCIDENCE number as a function of energy. The data are averaged
with the given time step from TIME-DTIME/2 to TIME+DTIME/2.
Option 10 provides the corrected energy spectra, option 11 provides the error on the
corrected energy spectra and option 12 the count rates as a function of energy.

13) Calibration factors: the calibrated flux can be obtained by dividing the count rates for the
calibration factors.

20-25) These options provide the ratio between fluxes of different coincidences on a given
CHANNEL versus time. The ratios are computed fixing the number of counts on the
minority species in order to provide data with the same statistical error. The number of
counts is provided in the TIME/COUNT field. The max. time interval in which these
counts are considered is provided in the field DTIME which can be used to fix minimum
admitted count rate.
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